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Rural population's sustained growth and development
continue to be fundamental for our country's overall
growth as the nation prepares to celebrate the 75th
anniversary of Independence in 2022. Department of
Rural Development implements various schemes and
programmes to address multidimensional development
needs of rural poor in partnership with government,
public, private and societal entities at national, state and
local levels.
Remarkable opportunities exist today to boost the impact
of these targeted programmes by placing the needs of rural
poor in the context of their families and communities. By
dynamically locating benefits flowing to a household or
habitation across any cluster of programmes, the
government can ensure that all the benefits necessary and
intended for an individual are extended and tailored to
rightful rural poor in a timely fashion.
Continuous and rewarding efforts have been made in
deploying ICT technology to support rural development
programmes over the years. However, today there is a
distinct need to establish a strong and resilient digital
backbone — termed as National Rural Stack — founded
on the latest digital architectures and technologies so that
the opportunities can become a reality.
This document is a concerted effort of the Ministry to
create a vision and principles that could form the rallying
post around which a widespread awareness for National
Rural Stack may be generated. Once realized, such a
digital backbone will enable the rapid rollout of various
initiatives, achieve convergence, improve ease of living
and accelerate the momentum to achieve rural
development vision.
I want to acknowledge the contributions of various
officials and experts who have enriched the discussions
and make a special mention of NIC and NICSI who have
extended their support to the Ministry in this vital step in
shaping our digital future.
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Director General,
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India’s digital story is one of an ICT-led development by
use of technology that is affordable, inclusive and
transformative. At the same time, new approaches
introduced by developments like IndEA Framework have
highlighted the opportunities to catalyse and energise
whole sectors via sectoral digital platforms and
infrastructures.
The conception of National Rural Stack by the Ministry
of Rural Development is a timely step in using digital
technologies
in
catalysing
rural
development
programmes. The vision, principles and high-level
blueprint described in this document provide a balanced
combination Technology Building Blocks and the
essential Domain (Rural Development) Building Blocks.
These would act as the foundation for the structure of an
entire digital ecosystem for rural development to be built
in a phased manner.
Over the years, NIC has been an eminent provider of stateof-the-art systems and technology to the rural
development sector. The learning generated during the
development of information systems underpinning some
of the most extensive programmes and schemes of the
nation has been utilised in creating this document.
I want to express gratitude to the Ministry of Rural
Development for entrusting NIC and NICSI with the
opportunity and thank NIC and NICSI officials for their
efforts to develop the document.
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India Enterprise Architecture Framework of Government
of India has recommended and encouraged taking a
citizen-centric, ecosystem-oriented, and whole-ofgovernment driven approach to plan and manage ICT and
digital interventions. A few ministries have adopted this
methodology to create the transformative blueprint in use
digital technologies in their sectors and domains.
Ministry of Rural Development, being the nodal ministry
for Rural Development, has also decided to use this
approach to develop the transformation blueprint for Rural
Development sector. This document is the product of this
initiative and establishes the vision, guiding principles,
and building blocks of the blueprint. These elements will
provide guidance to various Rural Development
stakeholders ministries and departments on development
of their respective enterprise architectures, transition
roadmaps and detailed project reports.
I want to express gratitude to the Ministry of Rural
Development for entrusting NICSI with the opportunity to
develop the blueprint. I am thankful to Shri Nagendra
Nath Sinha, Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development,
Shri Ajay Prakash Sawhney, Secretary, Ministry of
Electronics & Information Technology and Dr Neeta
Verma, Director General, National Informatics Centre for
providing valuable direction and inputs to shape the
overall vision and focus of the blueprint. I am also grateful
to Shri Deepak Chandra Misra, Deputy Director General,
National Informatics Centre for his continuous mentorship
and feedback in shaping the document.
I would like to thank all the contributors for their
invaluable suggestions and support throughout this
assignment.
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Technology

India is predominantly a rural country. Therefore, the rural
population’s sustained growth and development are critical to
nation’s overall growth and inclusive development. A vast,
dynamic and multidimensional ecosystem of actors
collaborates and coordinates in development and growth of
rural individuals, households, communities, and areas by
implementing the various targeted schemes and pro-poor
public welfare programmes.
Targeted interventions have over the years resulted in
significant improvement in the rural population’s social and
economic indicators. Nevertheless, there are various
opportunities to expand further the impact created by such
interventions.
By dynamically locating benefits flowing to a household or
habitation across any cluster of programmes, government can
ensure that all the benefits necessary and intended for an
individual, whether from the central schemes, state schemes
or any other public agency, are admitted to rightful rural poor
in a timely fashion, and with most optimal utilization of
public resources.
In the above context, Ministry of Rural Development
recognizes the need for a public digital infrastructure to
catalyse the rural development ecosystem towards these
opportunities. This document terms it as National Rural
Stack (NRS).
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National Rural Stack (NRS) Vision
To be effective in the long term, NRS must have a learning and evolving core. The
following Vision Statement is recommended to be adopted for NRS:
National Rural Stack is federated, open, interoperable, evolvable, public digital
infrastructure for creating timely value for rightful rural poor through delivery of
transformative digital services.
NRS takes an ecosystem view and envisions this digital infrastructure as a foundation
that allows various ecosystem actors across Government, society, and market players to
build and innovate on top of NRS. The document provides a vision and high-level
guiding principles for NRS as a mechanism to facilitate all federated Rural
Development stakeholders to align their information system architectures to ensure
resiliency, openness, service-centricity and evolvability to provide greater value to
public. The defined vision, guiding principles, and building blocks would enable the
rural development stakeholders to assess current enterprise architectures, develop target
enterprise architectures, and formulate transition roadmaps towards a more
interoperable and unified digital future.
An ecosystem oriented digital infrastructure cannot be built, nor can it evolve on a
prescriptive approach. Therefore, the focus of this document is to express intent and
provide high-level guidance for implementation.
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Figure 1: National Rural Stack Overview

Building Blocks of NRS
NRS blueprint identifies key building blocks by looking at the most common
requirements of the rural development ecosystem as illustrated in Figure 1. Ecosystem
architecture of NRS building blocks are organized into three layers, viz., NRS Digital
Rural Development Services and Channels, NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers, and
Common Systems and Digital Platforms.
•
The NRS Digital Rural Development Services and Channels layer will
facilitate delivery of integrated digital services in areas such as Employment&
Livelihood, Skills, Assets & Infrastructure, and Social Assistance to rural poor through
multiple digital and physical channels.
•
NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers layer provide digital platforms and
elements to support delivery of multiple digital rural development services. NRS digital
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enablers include Digital IDs and core registries required to create a single source of truth
and manage master rural development data of the nation. They also include platforms
for planning and scheme convergence, rural development analytics and cloud services
to create a responsive, proactive and converged delivery of benefits and services to the
rural poor.
•
The Common Systems and Digital Platforms layer underpins the other two
layers and provides common reusable systems such as ServicePlus, LGD,PES/GPDP,
eOffice, PFMS, DBT, eHRMS, GeM, GePNIC,Sandes, Tejas,GIS/BharatMaps,
MeghRaj, NICNET and BharatNet, and foundational digital platforms like Aadhaar,
eSign, DigiLocker, UPI and Electronic Consent Framework. These systems and
platforms provide foundational capabilities that are common across the entire gamut of
Digital India that are not specific to any specific sector.
The building blocks of NRS will be a package of self-contained functionality defined
to meet business needs and will be realized as components that are event-driven,
unbundled and built as microservices offered via APIs.
Digital Services
Digital Services are the primary transformational construct of NRS that will guide use
of digital technologies for creating valuable outcomes for rural poor. The construct of
digital services is critical because governments and other public or private organizations
interact with citizens and other entities through those services. To be transformation the
Digital Services delivered by NRS would have to demonstrate eight fundamental
attributes, namely, personalised, paperless, cashless, presenceless, frictionless,
proactive, perceptive and pervasive.
This document identifies the core digital services that must be provided to the rural poor
by the rural development ecosystem. These represent the domain-oriented building
blocks. This Layer of the Blueprint is merely a placeholder in so far as it identifies the
thematic areas for development and deployment of applications but refrains from listing
them. Such an approach has been adopted not only because of the large number and
variety, but also because the applications must evolve in an innovative way that cannot
be defined upfront. Apart from the services funded by central schemes, similar services
that are funded by state schemes shall also be enabled by NRS. These digital services
should adopt the Digital Service Standard (DSS) which is the national standard to
ensure uniformity, consistency, comprehensiveness and excellence in definition,
realization, measurement and governance of digital services.
NRS Federated Architecture
NRS is not envisaged to be a set of central applications, rather a set of core building
blocks along with reference applications running in a federated manner across
centre, state, and local levels. This approach will allow interoperability between semiautonomous de-centrally organized entities, information technology systems and
applications while ensuring technological flexibility and independence. Such an
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architectural pattern is also ideally suited to the conditions prevalent in a federal set up
like India and includes both public and private institutions.
A set of interoperable electronic registries at appropriate level (national, state, and
district & local) will be enabled based on a common registry schema that allows
seamless interchange (consented as necessary) between various systems. “Reference
Applications” at various levels would be designed and developed as reusable, multitenant, open-source and standards-compliant applications, made available to all as
public goods via open source repositories, websites, and/or App Stores.
Benefits from NRS Realization
High-level ecosystem of architecture of NRS vision and blueprint, upon realization, will
propel the rural ecosystem towards creation of numerous benefits for rural citizens, the
central and state governments, and their departments and institutions. Rural poor would
be able to get faster, proactive, and convenient access to the benefits and services in the
context of their needs; Government would be able to realise seamless convergence
across schemes & programmes, quicker achievement of intended goals, better
utilisation of resources and improved international rankings; and Departments would be
benefitted by implementation of efficient processes and easier exchange of data leading
to faster delivery of results.
Way Forward
The realization of NRS should follow the approach of ‘Think Big, Start Small, Scale
Fast’. The implementation and realization of NRS should follow methodology of
iterative waves of value creation as recommended in Agile India Enterprise Architecture
(Agile IndEA) Framework. To take forward the implementation of NRS, the focus of
the waves would be on creation of value for the rural poor through delivery of
transformative digital services useful for them. All existing information systems of the
RD programmes which are currently platform in nature has to be upgraded to act as a
holistic ecosystem, following the architecture principles of NRS. The principles of
cooperative federalism has to be adopted while working with the States and Union
Territories for the realization of the Vision. The states are expected to adopt and align
their rural ecosystem to the principles, standards of NRS, and to the extent feasible,
reuse the building blocks developed in NRS. Further, it is pertinent that the NRS
Blueprint needs to undergo continual update based on learnings and experience during
the implementation. This approach of gradually establishing and maturing the building
blocks while focusing on creation of valuable outcomes combines the rigour of
architecture with the pragmatism in implementation, thus unleashing the power of
digital technologies in service of public and societal goals.
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Document Overview
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
This document highlights the governance opportunity to transform the delivery of benefits
and public services to the rural population through a proactive, unified and integrated
mechanism, contextualised to the needs of the rural individuals, households, communities and
regions. The document also envisions and conceptualises an open, interoperable, evolvable,
public digital infrastructure in order to catalyse the rural development ecosystem towards
this opportunity. The envisaged digital infrastructure has been termed as National Rural
Stack.
Primary objectives of the document are as follows:
1.
To promote stakeholder alignment on the governance opportunity for addressing the
demand of and from rural citizens.
2.
To establish vision and principles for developing a public digital infrastructure that
would galvanise the rural ecosystem; and
3.
To guide stakeholders on downstream development of their respective enterprise
architectures, transition roadmaps and detailed project reports
The document considers a holistic ecosystem perspective to establish the National Rural
Stack’s vision and define the supporting principles for its development, use, and evolution. The
ecosystem actors and their roles are described in Section 2.2Rural Development Ecosystem.
The document also presents a macro-level view of the Stack’s blueprint in terms of the core
building blocks and outlines the action items and approach to realise these building blocks.
The defined vision, guiding principles, and building blocks would enable the rural
development stakeholders to assess current enterprise architectures, develop target
enterprise architectures, and formulate transition roadmaps towards a more interoperable
and unified digital future. It is incumbent upon rural development stakeholders to create
detailed architectures, designs and action plan to take the ideas depicted in this document to
fruition. A high-level framework and roadmap for way forward has been described in Chapter

WAY FORWARD
The focus of the document is to express intent rather than detailed design for the Stack.
Therefore, the operational details of building and rolling out the Stack, including the enterprise
and system architectures and design, delivery mechanisms and other related matters, are
beyond this document’s scope and must be worked out separately.
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DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
The content in subsequent sections of the document is organized into various chapters as
described below.
Chapter 1 provides and introduction to the document
Chapter 2 establishes the context of rural development in terms of the vast, complex, dynamic
and multidimensional ecosystem that supports well-being of rural population. It highlights the
government’s initiatives for rural development and describes the role of Department of Rural
Development.
Chapter 3 highlights the governance opportunities present for catalysing rural development
ecosystem and point out the obstacles. It also establishes the need for a public digital
infrastructure to catalyse rural development.
Chapter 4 describes the vision for National Rural Stack and establishes the guiding principles
to ensure that the governance opportunities can be addressed.
Chapter 5 identifies and describes the blueprint and core building blocks of the Stack. It also
provides guidance for key considerations regarding the implementation of the building blocks.
Chapter 6 highlights the benefits that development and use of the Stack would bring to the
various types of actors in the ecosystem.
Chapter 7 describes the implementation approach for NRS
Chapter 8 concludes the document by providing an actionable guidance on next steps to be
taken.
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Introduction

Department of Rural Development (DoRD) is the nodal department for most of the
development and welfare activities in rural areas. It plays a pivotal role in the country's overall
development strategy by focussing on sustainable and inclusive growth of rural India through
a multipronged strategy for eradicating poverty. Increasing livelihood opportunities, providing
a social safety net and developing infrastructure are the key pillars of the ministry's strategy to
boost rural India's quality of life.
DoRD implements targeted programmes and schemes to address various facets of rural
development directly. These programmes have facilitated income growth for the economically
disadvantaged by developing infrastructure and support services, creating productive assets,
and developing skills and entrepreneurship and providing employment. DoRD has focussed on
alleviating both households' poverty through MGNREGA, DAY-NRLM, PMAY-G,
DDUGKY, and regions' poverty through PMGSY, SPMRM, SAGY. Considering the
multidimensional nature of rural development, DoRD maintains organic linkages and
convergence with ministries, departments, governance institutions and rural community.
Progress made in reducing poverty in all its
dimensions has been widely recognized. Global
INDIA’S PROGRESS IN REDUCING
Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) 2018, an
international measure of multidimensional
POVERTY IN ALL ITS DIMENSIONS
poverty, stated "India has made momentous
HAS BEEN GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED
progress in reducing multidimensional poverty.
The incidence of multidimensional poverty was almost halved between 2005/06 and 2015/16,
climbing down to 27.5%." Social and economic indicators of the rural population have
improved significantly over the years. Indicators on education, health, nutrition, and provision
of essential services such as electricity, water, sanitation and roads have all registered
significant improvements.
Use of Information Systems and ICT Technology has been a significant enabler in successful
operationalisation of the programmes. Robust programme MIS systems have enhanced
transparency of the governance process and improved public resource utilisation efficiency.
Use of the SECC 2011 data for beneficiary selection and the use of Direct Benefits Transfer
(DBT), Aadhaar, mobile applications, and geo-tagging have enriched the delivery of benefits
to the poor.
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However, DoRD recognises the massive
scope for improving how the government
THERE EXISTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO
at various levels serve our rural citizens.
BOOST RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Delivery of benefits and public services in a
proactive, unified and integrated manner,
INITIATIVES THROUGH AN OPEN,
contextualised to the need of the individual,
INTEROPERABLE, EVOLVABLE, PUBLIC
household and region, could drive the Ease
DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
of Living for rural poor. It could also
advance Atmanirbharta of rural areas,
thereby fulfilling the Honourable Prime Minister's vision of SabkaSaath, SabkaVikaas,
SabkaVishwaas, SabkaPrayas.
There have been several recent efforts to lift the entire country in its journey to leverage
technology.
1.
India Enterprise Architecture (IndEA) Framework showcases new approaches to
take a citizen-centric, ecosystem-driven, and whole-of-government oriented view in
development and use of digital technologies.
2.
National Digital Health Mission (NDHM) provides the necessary support for the
country’s digital health infrastructure. The National Digital Health Blueprint provides an
approach and a framework for the development of such digital infrastructure.
3.
National Digital Education Architecture (NDEAR) is envisioning a national digital
infrastructure to support the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020.
The digital-first emphasis brought to the forefront by the Digital India Programme, and the new
approaches introduced by IndEA Framework – have highlighted the opportunity to catalyse
and energise whole sectors via sectoral digital platforms and infrastructures developed in
whole-of-the-government focussed and ecosystem-oriented manner.
Considering the above, DoRD as the nodal department for development and welfare activities
in rural areas, has undertaken the initiative, in collaboration with National Informatics Centre
(NIC) and National Informatics Centre Services Inc. (NICSI), to follow the Enterprise
Architecture approach to envision a shared digital infrastructure for rural development
ecosystem. Termed as the National Rural Stack (NRS), it aims to create a digital foundation
that will boost rural development by allowing various actors across government, society, and
market players to build and innovate on top of NRS.

2

Rural Development Context

India is predominantly a rural country with two-third population and 70% workforce residing
in rural areas. Rural economy constitutes nearly 50% of national income. Despite the rise of
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urbanisation, United Nation’s Population Division estimates that more than half of India’s
population would be rural in 2050. Thus, the rural population’s sustained growth and
development are critical to its overall growth and inclusive development.
The term rural development implies rural areas’ overall development to bring long-term
improvements in rural living conditions. It comprises, among others, socio-economic
empowerment of rural population by expanding the range of economic and social choices
available to rural citizens, providing social goods and services in terms of social and economic
infrastructure and raising the standard of living through productive employment.

2.1

RURAL ASPIRATIONS AND MIGRATION TO URBAN AREAS

Indian rural population’s aspirations are increasingly multidimensional and go beyond
livelihood and food. Those living in rural areas desire better living standards - sanitation,
housing, piped water, electricity. Better education, health, skills, jobs and consumption are
increasingly considered equally crucial by an archetypal Indian rural household.
Indian rural population’s aspirations are increasingly
multidimensional, and rural households are typically pluriactive
Whereas traditionally agriculture was the prime sector for rural employment, today nonagriculture activities generate about two-thirds of rural income. Income from farm livelihoods
is no longer enough for a rural household, especially for smaller and marginal farmers. Presentday Indian rural households are typically pro-active, combining work on their farm with that
on others’ farms, animal husbandry, and commuting or migrating to undertake nonfarm
activities in villages, towns or cities.
When people are enumerated in census at a different place than their place of birth, they are
considered a migrant. According to Census 2011 data, about 450 million of 1.2 billion Indians
migrated within the country. The number of migrants who moved from rural to urban areas
showed a 51% jump compared to Census 2001.
These reasons for migration can be put into two broad categories: (i) push factors, these cause
people to leave their place of residence or origin; and (ii) pull factors, which attract the people
from different places. In India people migrate from rural to urban areas mainly due to poverty,
high population pressure on the land, lack of necessary infrastructural facilities like
electricity, drinking water, sanitation, health care and education. Apart from these factors,
natural disasters such as flood, drought and local conflicts also give an extra push to migrate.
On the other hand, there are pull factors which attract people from rural areas to cities. The
most crucial pull factors for most rural-urban migrants are better opportunities, regular work
availability, and relatively higher wages. Better opportunities for education, better health
facilities and sources of entertainment are also quite important.
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A multi-dimensional development with understanding of rural aspirations may retain rural
folks locally, which overtime can lead to both better development of rural areas, and reduction
in urban area congestion and over-expansion of urban habitations.

2.2

RURAL DEVELOPMENT ECOSYSTEM

Rural development can only be successfully accomplished through the coordinated use of
available resources in the partnership with government, public, private and societal entities at
national, state and local levels. Consequently, rural development involves large numbers of
stakeholders that together form a vast, complex, dynamic and multidimensional network
that is bound by traditions and varied cultural practices.
Several ministries and departments such
Characteristics of rural development ecosystem:
as Ministry of Rural Development
• vast, complex, dynamic and multidimensional
(MoRD), Ministry of Panchayati Raj
network
(MoPR), Ministry of Agriculture, • actors across Central, State & Local
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education,
Governments, Public & Private Sector & NonMinistry
of
Women
&
Child
Governmental Organizations
•
large rural population with diverse needs,
Development, Department of Drinking
access, skills and capabilities, traditions and
Water and Sanitation (Ministry of Jal
varied cultural practices
Shakti), Department of Financial Services
• multiple programmes and schemes with
(Ministry of Finance), along with their
respective information systems
associated departments within State
Governments, and the numerous field agencies all play a significant role in rural development.

Figure 2: Rural Development – Key Actors at Central Level
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With the 73rdand 74thamendment acts of the Constitution of India the division of powers and
functions trickled down to Local Self Governments (Panchayat at Village levels and
Municipalities and Municipal Corporations in towns and large cities). Whereas MoPRis
responsible for all matters relating to the Panchayati Raj and Panchayati Raj Institutions
(PRI),MoRD as the nodal ministry for several large development and welfare activities in rural
areas is a key factor in this ecosystem.
MoRD, with its Department of Rural Development (DoRD) and Department of Land
Resources (DoLR), and collaborating agencies within State Governments such as the State
Rural Development Department, Panchayati Raj, Public Works Department, Rural Engineering
Department, Public Health Engineering Departments, Social Welfare Department, Agriculture
Department, Women & Child Development Department, Primary and Secondary Education
Department and Board of Revenue with its Revenue, Consolidation and Survey & Settlement,
implement the various Rural Development programmes and schemes. Further, each of these
organisations has its functionaries at District/Sub-District and grass-root levels.
This vast network of actors collaborates and coordinates in development and growth of rural
individuals, households, communities, and geographical areas by implementing the various
targeted schemes and pro-poor public welfare programmes of Central and State Governments.
Credit and Banking in Rural Areas
Financial inclusion aims to ensure that all sections of the society, particularly vulnerable
groups such as rural poor, get fair and equitable access to useful and affordable financial
products and services such as credit and banking. Financial inclusion and access to credit for
rural poor are important instruments for rural development.
To address the need for providing credit and financial services in rural areas, various
institutions and conduits have been set up by the Government. National Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development (NABARD), established by an act of parliament in 1982, is one of
the premier agencies providing developmental credit in rural areas. Regional Rural Banks
(RRBs) operating at regional level in different States of India have been created with a view
of serving primarily the rural areas of India with basic banking and financial services. District
Co-operative Central Banks (DCCB)provide banking to the rural hinterland with the
branches primarily established in rural and semi-urban areas and are collectively represented
by a State Apex Central Co-operative Bank (StCB)for each state. Primary Agricultural
Credit Societies (PACS), smallest co-operative credit institutions in India, work on the
grassroots level (gram panchayat and village level). Additionally, State Cooperative
Agriculture and Rural Development Banks (SCARDB) and Primary Cooperative
Agriculture and Rural Development Banks (PCARDB) also focus on rural development by
providing long term lending services.
Government of India and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) have been continuously working to
achieve complete financial inclusion in the vast expanse of our country. Pradhan Mantri Jan
Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) is a financial inclusion program of the Government of India to ensure
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access to financial services, namely, a basic savings & deposit accounts, remittance, credit,
insurance, pension in an affordable manner. PMJDY has contributed to bring banking to every
household. In 2013 RBI issued Guidelines for Licensing of New Banks in the Private Sector in
which every bank is bound to open at least 25 per cent of its branches in unbanked rural centres.
Other than banking institutions, the Indian Post through its large network is an important
organisation that provides easy financial services to the people throughout the country,
especially in the remote rural areas. The Department of Posts has taken the responsibility to
disburse the MGNREGA wages through Post Offices by opening savings bank accounts in the
names of MGNREGA beneficiaries. The Department is also contributing to the efforts in
financial inclusion by payment of benefits under various social security pension schemes either
through money orders or Post Office Saving Bank accounts.
However, the problem with formal banking system is that getting credit typically requires
collateral. The rural poor in need of urgent credit don’t generally possess any collateral.
Consequently, they are ruled out of the formal banking system. To help such kind of people
Self-Help Groups (SHG) emerged on the scene. They are successfully bridging the gap
between formal credit system and rural poor. Such groups dispense small credit to the needy
members, who need to provide a minimum sum to the pool initially. Then loans can be taken
from the sum collected at very cheap interest rates.
The SHGs are complemented by Micro-Finance Institutions (MFI) and other Non-Banking
Financial Companies (NBFC) and Payment Banks. MFIs focus on providing financial services
to poor and low-income populations. Almost all give loans to their members, and many offer
insurance, deposit and other services.
Despite the progress lack of accessibility is a major problem, especially to all those people who
live in geopolitically isolated regions. Lower financial literacy and the technology lag makes
the basic financial services even more difficult. There is a need to introduce innovative models
in methods of delivery through better use of technology and related processes to reach all the
rural folk.

2.3

GOVERNMENT’S EMPHASIS ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Over the last several years, the concept of rural development has been focal to the central
government’s programmes and schemes since national development depends on the
development of rural areas.
Government’s thrust towards the multidimensional development of the rural population is
reflected across various interventions covering areas such as local governance, employment,
livelihood diversification, road connectivity, skill development, social security, food security,
nutrition support, housing, drinking water & sanitation, education, and health coverage.
The local bodies play a significant role in the effective implementation of flagship schemes on
subjects of national importance for transformation of rural India. Panchayats have been
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mandated for the preparation of context specific, need based Gram Panchayat Development
Plan (GPDP) for economic development and social justice utilizing the resources available to
them. GPDP planning process brings together both the citizens and their elected representatives
participatory process which involves the full convergence with schemes of all related central
ministries / line departments. GPDP is expected to reflect the development issues, perceived
needs and priorities of the community, including that of the marginalized sections.
At the level of central government, Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), a critical intervention for faster poverty reduction, generated
308.11 crore person-days of employment for rural households in the one year from June 2019
to May 2020. Over 1.28 crore houses with basic amenities like LPG, electricity, drinking water
and toilet have been provided for deprived, under the Pradhan Mantri Aawas Yojana Gramin (PMAY-G). The expansion of all-weather rural roads under the Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) has strengthened the rural population to leverage markets to
their advantage. With over six crore households mobilized into Self Help Groups under the
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana - National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM), the
country is witnessing large scale social capital formation across rural India. Pradhan Mantri
Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY) popularly known as Ayushman Bharat Yojana Scheme aims
to provide universal health protection to the poor and vulnerable population.
SVAMITVA Scheme is focused on demarcation of inhabited (Abadi) land in rural areas by
drone survey method and conferring ‘Record of Rights’ to village household owners possessing
houses in inhabited rural areas in villages through issuance of property cards to the property
owners. This would provide the ‘record of rights’ to village household owners, whichin turn
would enable them to use their property as a financial asset for taking loans and other financial
benefits from banking institutions.
At the level of state governments also various targeted interventions and programmes and
schemes have been implemented. Rajasthan aids deprived households for house construction
through Chief Minister BPL Awas Yojana and Other Identified Group Housing Scheme,
whereas Uttar Pradesh has implemented Lohia Gramin Awas Yojana and Mukhya Mantri
Aawas Yojana Gramin for similar objectives. Arunachal Pradesh has implemented Samudayik
Shauchualaya Abhiyaan to provide adequate sanitation facilities in rural areas, while Assam is
implementing Chuburi Poki Rasta Achoni for construction of all-weather roads. Odisha is
implementing Biju Setu Yojana (BSY) in order to bridge all the missing links on roads of Rural
Development Department. To provide social assistance Gujarat has implemented Palak Mata
Pita Yojana for orphan children, and Delhi has implemented Delhi Widow Pension Scheme for
widows.
These schemes at central and state level converge horizontally and vertically to align efforts
and funds to boost outcomes and impact through optimal utilization of public resources.
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Role of SECC 2011
Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India launched Socio Economic Caste Census
(SECC) in 2011 to gather information regarding the socio-economic condition, and education
status of various castes and sections of the population and enable households to be ranked on
their socio economic status. SECC 2011 captured data on households - individual particulars,
housing, deprivation, employment, income, assets/amenities, and landownership. The data was
ratified by Gram Sabha and Gram Panchayat.
SECC 2011 has acted as a potent tool to identify beneficiaries using program-specific
objectives and criteria. The Government has used SECC data for identification of
beneficiary households while implementing its programmes, including PMAY-G, DAYNRLM and PMJAY. The selection of beneficiaries gets validated through Gram Sabhas,
while identity is established through Aadhaar wherever legally allowed and consented. This
leads to the selection of right beneficiaries and minimizes duplication and fraud. The Sumit
Bose Committee (2017) recommended using SECC 2011 data to identify beneficiaries for all
centrally sponsored, central and state government schemes as far as possible.

2.4

DORD– TRANSFORMING LIVES AND LIVELIHOODS

Many of the large schemes focussed on development of rural population – such as MGNREGA,
DAY-NRLM, PMGSY, PMAY-G and DDU-GKY – are implemented by the Department of
Rural Development (DoRD).
Mandated with inclusive growth and sustainable development in rural areas, DoRD has adopted
multi-pronged strategies to achieve its vision of “transforming Lives and Livelihoods
through proactive socio-economic inclusion, integration and empowerment of rural
India”.
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Figure 3: DoRD - Transforming Lives and Livelihoods

DoRD schemes may be targeted at one or more of rural individual, rural household, rural
group/community or a rural area. These schemes ensure livelihood opportunities, employment
generation, skilling of rural youth, building and strengthening of socio-economic institutions
of poor and enabling them to access credit through formal financial institutions, and
development of infrastructure and assets for better provisioning of public services, and social
welfare such as widow pensions.
2.4.1 DoRD Divisions and Schemes
Based on their primary focus and role towards the organization’s functioning, divisions of
DoRD can be classified into three categories: A. Strategic Planning and Resource Management,
B. Scheme Implementation and Management, and C. Enablement and Supporting Resource
Management. Major divisions of DoRD and their core role/key schemes implemented by them
is highlighted in the following tables.
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A. Divisions focussed on Strategic Planning and Resource Management
Table 1: DoRD Divisions focussed on Strategic Planning and Resource Management

Division Name

Core Role / Key Scheme

Policy, Planning and
Monitoring

Proper Examination, analysis of Cabinet/ CoS/ EFC/ SFC
Notes/ other policy proposals of various Depts/ Ministries,
proposing draft replies and communication of the replies of
DoRD on due approval. Evaluation of the performance of
DoRD Programmes.

Integrated Finance

Facilitate implementation of schemes of DoRD with due
financial prudence, ensuring value for money and high quality
of expenditure

B. Divisions focussed on Scheme Implementation and Management
Table 2: DoRD Divisions focussed on Scheme Implementation and Management

Division Name

Core Role / Key Scheme

Rural Livelihoods

Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Rural Livelihoods
Mission (DAY-NRLM) for livelihood generation

Rural Housing

Housing for All: Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana - Grameen
(PMAY-G) for providing housing to deprived households

Social Assistance

National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) for pension
and food security

Rural Skills

DeenDayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana
(DDUGKY) and Rural Self Employment Training Institutes
(RSETIs) for skill development and self-employment

Rural Employment

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act
(MGNREGA) for providing rural employment

Rural Connectivity

Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak
construction of quality rural roads

Village/ Cluster
Development

Shyama Prasad Mukherjee RURBAN Mission (SPMRM) and
Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana (SAGY) for village/ cluster
development

Yojana

(PMGSY)

for
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C. Divisions focussed on Enablement and Supporting Resource Management
Table 3: DoRD Divisions focussed on Enablement and Supporting Resource Management

Division Name

Core Role / Key Scheme

Information Technology

Development and maintenance of scheme MIS systems and
other ICT based solutions

Administration

Management of the personnel
responsibilities of the DoRD

and

administrative

Training Division, IEC Division, IC Division Parliament and General Co-ordination, NLM,
and Vigilance are other important divisions that enable the functioning of DoRD.
2.4.2 Emphasis on Capacity Building
Strengthening local capacities and institutions is a significant focus of the rural development
programmes of DoRD. These programmes adopt a multi-pronged approach for providing
continuous capacity building of the targeted families, SHGs, their federations, government
functionaries, bankers, NGOs and other key stakeholders. Sustainable capacity development
enables rural citizens and communities to identify, pursue, and achieve shared goals and
overcome issues that may cause exclusion. It ensures that the rural poor are provided with the
requisite skills to manage their institutions, link up with markets, manage their existing
livelihoods, and enhance their credit absorption capacity and creditworthiness.
DAY-NRLM organizes poor households (women) into aggregate institutions of the poor that
provide them with voice, space and resources. These platforms ‘of the poor’ and ‘for the poor’
partner with local self-governments, public service providers, banks, private sector
organizations and other mainstream institutions to facilitate social and economic services to
the rural poor.
Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (RSETI) provide dedicated infrastructure in
each district to impart training to rural youth and upgrade their entrepreneurial development
skills. Banks manage RSETIs with active co-operation from the Government of India and State
Governments.
The National Institute of Rural Development and Panchayati Raj (NIRD&PR)is an
autonomous organisation under DoRD that builds capacities of rural development
functionaries, elected representatives of PRIs, bankers, NGOs and other stakeholders through
interrelated activities of training, research and consultancy.
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Additionally, DoRD supports training activities of States for effective implementation of rural
development programmes by providing financial support to State Institutes for Rural
Development (SIRD) and Extension Training Centres (ETC). SIRDs and ETCs are State
institutes for imparting training in the field of rural development to rural development
functionaries and elected representatives of PRIs at State level and District/Block level
respectively.
2.4.3 Institutional Setup
DoRD, through its schemes, endeavours to reach out to the deprived and underprivileged
sections of society and provide them with avenues of employment, be it self-employment or
wage-employment. The Department also looks after improvement in the infrastructure relating
to the life support systems of rural areas.
The implementation of the various scheme envisages a collaborative partnership of the
Central and State Governments and of the Panchayati Raj Institutions. The
implementation of the scheme is closely monitored at both State and District level. The District
Magistrate and Collector acts as District Programme Coordinator who is assisted by the Block
Development Officer (BDO) at block level as Programme Officer.
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) have been involved in the programme implementation and
these institutions constitute the core of decentralized development of planning and its
implementation. The Ministry vigorously pursue with the State Governments for expeditious
devolution of requisite administrative and financial powers to PRIs.

An overview of the institutional setup at various tiers is highlighted in the
following table.
Table 4: DoRD Institutional Setup

Tier

Institutional Setup

Centre

At the central level the Divisions of DoRD formulate and scheme guidelines
and define the targets for scheme implementation.

State

The DISHA committees at state and district levels are expected to function as
an important instrument for effective monitoring of implementation of rural
development programmes. The state level DISHA committee meetings are to
be held at least once in every six months. The Chief Minister of the concerned
state is the Chairman of state level DISHA committee. The district level
DISHA committee meetings are to be held at least once in every quarter. The
Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha) elected from the district nominated by the
DoRD is the Chairman of district level DISHA committee.
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District

The District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) are expected to oversee the
implementation of different poverty alleviation programmes of DoRD in the
district and ensure effective utilisation of the funds intended for the
programmes. They focus on quality of implementation by overseeing the
implementation of different programmes and ensuring that necessary linkages
are provided. Public representatives of the districts and members of PRI play a
major role in functioning of DRDAs.

Block

At the Block Level, the Block Development Officer is the Head of the Block
Office. He is assisted by a team of officers, technical staff and ministerial staff
who are responsible for the proper and successful execution of various
development works entrusted to the Department. For execution of the schemes
the Block Development Officers is also responsible for securing people’s
participation and maintaining of public enthusiasm in the different programme
taken by the Blocks.

Village

At the village level Gram Panchayats are involved in the programme
implementation and these institutions constitute the core of decentralized
development of planning and its implementation.

The target beneficiary of the schemes may be a rural individual, rural household, or a rural
group/community. These are described in the following table.
Table 5: Target Beneficiary Types

Beneficiary
Type

Overview

Group /
Community

Self-help groups (SHGs) are voluntary associations of people with
common interests formed to achieve collective social and economic
goals. Such groups are organized for mutual help and benefit. It is formed
democratically without any political affiliations. SHGs play today a
major role in poverty alleviation in rural India. A Growing number of
poor people in various parts of India are members of SHGs and actively
engage in savings and credit as well as in other
activities (income generation, natural resources management, literacy,
childcare and nutrition, etc.).

Household

A household is usually a group of persons who normally live together and
take their meals from a common kitchen/ common cooking unless the
exigencies of work prevent any of them from doing so. The persons in a
household may be related or unrelated or a mix of both. If any female
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Overview
member of a normal household decides or desires to declare herself as a
separate household, she is treated as a separate household.

Individual

All persons normally living together are to be recorded as household
members, also all persons normally living together but staying away from
the household on a short-term seasonal migration and expected to come
back within 6 months from the date of enumeration are to be recorded as
member of the household. In case the household head is staying away
from the house for more than 6 months in the last one year, his/ her
individual particulars will not be recorded with the family. However, the
household members currently employed in military/ paramilitary services
will be recorded with their household.

2.4.4 ICT Landscape
To enhance transparency in the governance process, and to deepen the mutual trust between
the state and the citizens, end-to-end ICT solutions have been developed. Such solutions
provide an immediate glimpse of the timely fund management, reaching the last mile through
direct benefit transfer and tracking progress of development interventions with geo referencing.
All programmes of DoRD have robust ICT systems built over state of art software
architecture. Starting as MIS, these ICT systems have been enhanced to provide workflowbased capabilities in support of various schemes activities. In addition, the online monitoring
tools help to administer schemes and programmes as well as provide information to public.
Several mobile applications have been developed to empower citizens about the programmes
of the Department like Gram Samvad, Janmanrega, Meri Sadak and Kaushal Panjee Apps.
Robust grievance redressal mechanism has been put in place to register complaints for taking
expeditious actions for solutions. Use of the SECC 2011 data for beneficiary selection and the
use of Direct Benefits Transfer (DBT), Aadhaar, mobile applications, and geo-tagging has
enriched the delivery of benefits to the rural poor.
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Figure 4: DORD ICT Landscape

2.5

SDG ALIGNMENT

India is one of the signatories to the resolution on Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
Based on the guidance from NITI Aayog which is leading the implementation of the SDGs,
State governments have begun the process of SDGs implementation. In addition to the State
level, there is a critical need to take SDGs to the local level where involvement of local
governments, especially the Gram Panchayats is important.
The schemes of DoRD promote sustainable development in the rural areas in alignment with
the SDGs such as eradication of poverty, increasing wage opportunities, improving livelihood,
gender equality, empowering women, building communities and build self-sustaining India.
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SDGs aligned to the focus areas and schemes of the DoRD divisions are depicted in the
following diagram.

Figure 5: SDGs Mapped to DoRD

Mapping of the SDGs to DoRD divisions and corresponding division level Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) are highlighted below.
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Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:

Rural Connectivity
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:
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Division level indicators:

Rural Employment
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:

Rural Housing
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:
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Rural Livelihoods
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:

Social Assistance
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:
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Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana (SAGY)
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:

Shyama Prasad Mukherji RURBAN Mission (SPMRM)
Sustainable Development Goal indicators and performance against the indicators:

Division level indicators:

2.6

DRIVERS FOR CHANGE

Previous sections discussed the major factors and highlighted the facets that are motivating and
influencing rural development strategies and initiatives. These can be summarized as drivers,
most significant of which are as follows:
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•

Changing rural aspirations: Rural population’s aspirations are increasingly
multidimensional and include education, health, nutrition, and provision of essential
services such as electricity, water, sanitation and roads.

•

Changing nature of livelihoods: Rural households are typically pluriactive, combining
work on their own farm with non-farm activities that are largely informal nature. Lack of
access to credit, marketing and skills are challenges in ensuring sustainable non-farm
livelihoods.

•

Migration of rural citizens: Factors such as poverty, high population pressure on the
land, lack of necessary infrastructural facilities are pushing migration from rural to urban
areas. Better opportunities, regular work availability, and relatively higher wages also
attract people from rural areas to cities. Imbalances and problems from migration has
brought renewed attention and urgency to improve quality of life in rural areas.

•

Strengthening of local self-governance: Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) were
envisioned to create more participatory, accountable and resource-efficient governance,
and are increasingly being provided with more funds, support staff and functions. PRIs are
now mandated for the preparation of context specific, need based development plans for
economic development and social justice utilizing the resources available to them.

•

Convergence of targeted programmes: Organic linkages and convergence between
various schemes and targeted programmes from planning to implementation is being
prioritized for boosting outcomes while optimization utilization of resources.

•

Progress towards SDGs: There is increasing focus on advancing progress towards
achievement of SDGs. Central and State level governments have begun the process of
SDGs implementation. There is a critical need to take SDGs to the local level where
involvement of local governments, especially the Gram Panchayats is important.

•

Increasing digital capabilities: The widespread rapid adoption of basic bank accounts
under the PMJDY; the digital identity called Aadhaar; and mobile phones, especially
smartphones, has created a foundation of digital capabilities in the country that has
encouraged adoption of digital technologies in service of public and societal goals.

This chapter established a comprehensive context for rural development in country and
highlighted the key drivers. Changing nature of livelihoods; migration from rural to urban
areas; changing role of the state and local self-governance; and boosting progress towards
SDGs are key issues impacting rural development today. Subsequent chapters develop on these
drivers to identify major governance opportunities and establish the vision for digital
interventions.
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Transformation Opportunity

Previous chapter highlighted the criticality of the rural areas’ sustained growth for the nation’s
overall development and described the rural development ecosystem that collaborates and
coordinates in development and growth of rural individuals, households, communities, and
areas by implementing the various targeted schemes, pro-poor public welfare programmes of
the government.
This chapter describes the massive scope for improvement in how rural development
ecosystem serves rural poor. It emphasises how a public digital infrastructure can catalyse the
rural development ecosystem towards proactive, unified and integrated delivery of benefits
and public services to propel ease of living for rural poor, boost rural development initiatives’
effectiveness, and drive progress towards SDGs.

3.1

GOVERNANCE OPPORTUNITY

The rural population’s social and economic indicators have improved significantly over the
years due to government’s targeted interventions covering areas such as employment,
livelihood diversification road connectivity, skill development, social security, food security,
nutrition support, housing with basic amenities, education, and health coverage.
Nevertheless, there are various opportunities to expand further the impact created by such
interventions. Government organisations at various tiers can boost the outcomes generated
through these targeted programmes and schemes by becoming more proactive and citizencentric by placing the rural poor’s needs in the context of their families, communities,
villages, and gram panchayats. Some of the key opportunities are depicted in the following
diagram.

Figure 6: Governance Opportunities
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Major opportunities are as follows:
1.

Responsiveness and dynamic inclusion: Increasing the responsiveness and inclusiveness
of interventions to serve people in need by dynamically responding to individual lifecycle
shocks and stressors (e.g. job loss, disability, childbearing or old age) or large crises (e.g.
natural disaster, conflict), as well as enabling beneficiaries to transition between schemes
as their circumstances change.

2.

Reduced burden on rural poor: Improving the convenience for rural poor by lowering
documentation requirements and enabling people to apply for several programmes at once,
as well as to access selected services and their own information and records at a time and
place of their choosing. In addition, providing seamless mechanisms for grievance
redressal across multiple programmes so that rural poor can easily exercise their right to
petition the government for resolution of problems or complaints.

3.

Evidence-informed decision-making and management: Improving planning, budgeting
and overall decision-making and management by increasing access to relevant data at all
levels of implementation (including external stakeholders where relevant and secure)

4.

Coordination and linkages: Supporting horizontal and vertical coordination across and
between programmes and schemes for comprehensive understanding of via enhanced data
sharing

5.

Knowledge and research: Improving understanding of poverty and vulnerability
(including via guaranteeing access to third partiessuch as universities) to inform long-term
policy debates

6.

Lower gaps and duplications: Reducing gaps and duplication across programmes and
along the delivery chain, establishing common systems across schemes (e.g. for
registration, payments, grievances) and reducing both private (on people) and public (on
administration) costs

7.

Digital innovations: Enabling broader digital innovations (not just government led) that
build on the digital platform to better inform beneficiaries and deliver better services to
boost outcomes around a set of common standards, rules and principles.

By dynamically locating benefits flowing to an individual, household or community across
any cluster of programmes, government can ensure that all the benefits necessary and intended
for an individual, whether from the central schemes, state schemes or any other public agency,
are admitted to rightful rural poor in a timely fashion, and with most optimal utilization of
public resources.
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Following examples provide practical scenarios that underline the opportunities available:
1.

Bridges on the rural road provide all-weather connectivity. If used in conjunction with the
watershed programme, these bridges could also enable water harvesting for irrigation,
groundwater recharging, and other related services.

2.

Plantation, livestock-shed and composting are kind of works that provide an opportunity
to enhance a household's income under MGNREGA. However, these could also be
targeted to support a nutritionally poor household.

3.

When an individual provides an update about an accident resulting in a handicap, benefits
across schemes and programmes for central and state government may be proactively
enabled and delivered to the individual.

Each of the opportunities listed above highlight the impact possible through citizen-centric
approach to unified and converged delivery of benefits and public services contextualised to
local needs and conditions.

3.2

CHALLENGES

While the potential of governance opportunity highlighted in the last section is very significant,
several gaps exist that must be mitigated and addressed to realize the possibilities.
Lack of unified view on needs and benefits to rural poor
Various factors prevent comprehensive and unified understanding of the needs of rural poor
and prohibits proactive provisioning of the benefits.
1.

Lack of reliable master data: As programmes and schemes are run by multiple
government organizations, the data on the beneficiaries and benefits is also fragmented.
The amount of data collected varies widely across various schemes depending on the
objectives and criteria. Moreover, due to lack of semantic and technological
interoperability between schemes MIS systems, the data is also not easily shared. Lack of
reliable and easily accessible master data is a core problem that affects current systems
supporting rural development. This, in turn, makes it difficult to get a holistic picture of
rural development progress across programs.

2.

Static Socio-Economic data: Even though SECC 2011 enabled identification of needs of
households, the data is static in nature and thus does not help in understanding the current
conditions and needs of rural poor.

3.

Multiple beneficiary IDs: As each of the scheme MIS maintains an independent view of
the beneficiaries, each scheme creates its own ID for the beneficiary. This proliferation of
IDs means that rural poor are unable to get a comprehensive view of benefits available to
them as it makes it difficult to seamlessly share data.
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Data in silo: Information is power, and instead of encouraging a common and unified view
centred on beneficiary need or assets, a programme centric view is promoted.
Unwillingness to share data and cooperate to achieve common objectives further creates
data ivory towers.

Lack of eco systemic platforms, broader standards and digital infrastructure
Due to the lack of broader digital infrastructure and standards to support the multiple actors
involved in rural development ecosystem, any effort towards unified and timely delivery of
benefits to rural poor is hampered.
1.

Lack of core registries: The ecosystem lacks core electronic registries such as Family,
Rural Industries (MSMEs) Registries, SHGs, Academic & Vocational Training
Institutions and other critical records. In their absence, such information is maintained in
a partial manner by respective schemes, thus leading to redundant efforts and ineffective
decision making.

2.

Lack of data standards and data exchange framework: In absence of metadata and data
standards and data exchange framework the semantic and syntactic interoperability
between systems is difficult. Such elements are a pre-requisite to any efforts to achieve
convergence and unified delivery.

3.

Lack of platforms for planning and decision-making, service delivery, and
monitoring: In the absence of such platforms the policy makers, scheme administrators
and other functionaries lack the insights to take proactive decisions. Even when data exists,
socio-economic issues of the rural poor may also not be fully visible during the planning
process, and management of scheme performance becomes an ad-hoc effort. Service
delivery to rural poor also becomes fragmented and would lack localization and
personalization.

4.

Lack of physical infrastructure such as broadband connectivity: Rural and remote
areas remain largely unconnected to the high-speed internet. The lack of access directly
hampers their ability to take advantage of the health, educational and entrepreneurial
opportunities available online.

These challenges hinder any whole-of-government approach to provide better services and
timely interventions for rural poor. These are strictly not barriers, but attributes that must be
factored in conception of digital interventions.

3.3

NEED FOR A DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

A citizen-centric approach to unified and converged delivery of benefits and public services
contextualised to local needs and conditions presents a big governance opportunity. At the
same time challenges in creating a unified view on needs and benefits to rural poor and lack of
platforms for planning and decision-making, and missing standards to promote interoperability
act as impediments.
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There is a thus a need to create an open, interoperable, evolvable, public digital
infrastructure in the rural development space that can be used by multiple programme
systems, platforms and point solutions.
Such a digital platform will pave way for rapid rollout of various initiatives, achieve
convergence, improve ease of living and accelerate the momentum to achieve the vision of
rural development. Built as a common public good by the centre for adoption by all states, it
will eliminate any repetitive efforts on part of, yet retain autonomy for, the states.

Figure 7: Digital Innovation in Rural Development Ecosystem

Building an open digital infrastructure is a strategic choice as it allows flexibility in feature
enhancements to support use cases that were not originally envisaged. This ensures that the
platform does not become a monolithic system and is continuously evolving with the needs of
the various stakeholders over time.
Termed as the National Rural Stack (NRS), the digital infrastructure will prove to be the
ultimate Game Changer to address the opportunities and challenges. It will create a digital
foundation that will boost rural development efforts by allowing various actors across
government, society, and market players to build and innovate on top of NRS. Creating such a
digital infrastructure will solve scale, diversity, and complexity challenges of the rural
development ecosystem and ensure that technology-based solutions do not become outdated
with the rapid advances in technology.

4

National Rural Stack Strategic Intent

The rural population’s sustained growth and development are critical to its overall growth and
inclusive development. A citizen-centric approach to unified delivery of benefits and public
services contextualised to local needs and conditions would create benefits for rural poor,
government at central, state and local levels, and their departments.
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By dynamically locating benefits flowing to an individual, household or community across any
cluster of programmes, government can ensure that all the benefits necessary and intended for
an individual, whether from the central schemes, state schemes or any other public agency, are
admitted to rightful rural poor in a timely fashion, and with most optimal utilization of
public resources.
Challenges in creating a unified view on needs and benefits to rural poor and lack of platforms
for planning and decision-making, and missing standards to promote interoperability highlight
the need for an open digital infrastructure that can be used by multiple programme systems,
platforms and point solutions and pave way for rapid rollout of various initiatives, achieve
convergence, improve ease of living and accelerate the momentum to achieve the vision of
rural development.

4.1

VISION

An open digital infrastructure which supports the federal nature and structure of rural
development will be of immense value to various entities at Central and State Governments
levels across the country. It will avoid recurring and repeated expenditure on similar
experiments in technology related infrastructure across the country that would be common
across diverse solutions. Further, it will catalyse innovation and increase the quality of public
services in the rural development ecosystem.
To be effective in the long term, NRS must have a learning and evolving core. The vision of NRS
must reflect this, both in its architecture, and in its institutional framework. The following Vision
Statement is recommended to be adopted for National Rural Stack:

VISION STATEMENT of NATIONAL RURAL STACK
An open,national digital infrastructure to catalyse rural development ecosystem.

National Rural Stack
is

federated, open, interoperable, evolvable, public digital infrastructure
for

creating timely value for rightful rural poor
through

transformative digital services
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NRS takes an ecosystem view and envisions this digital infrastructure as a foundation that allows
various ecosystem actors across Government, society, and market players to build and innovate on top
of NRS. The elements of the vision statement are further detailed below.
Table 6: Overview of Core Vision Elements

Vision Element

Overview

Digital
Infrastructure

A set of unbundled services available via open interfaces that can be used
by the actors in the ecosystem to build and innovate solutions to address the
diversity and scale.

Unifying

A common framework of specifications, tools and protocols that enable
different systems, organisations and to connect with and leverage off the
strength of each other. Frameworks and specifications can be for domain
related matters and technology.

Rural development
ecosystem

Vast, dynamic and multidimensional network of actors that collaborate and
coordinate in development and growth of rural individuals, households,
communities, and areas by implementing the various targeted schemes and
pro-poor public welfare programmes of central and state governments.

Federated

Distributed and decentralised systems to ensure and preserve autonomy and
agency of central and states governments, and their departments and
institutions. They must be interoperable with common specifications while
maintaining their independence.

Open &
Interoperable

Enable systems to connect with each other on a need basis though open
specification and APIs

Evolvable

Learning objectives and needs evolve with changing times, technology
evolves as well. Therefore, NRS must be an evolutionary system for the
future and not limited to addressing systemic challenges identified in the
present.

Creating timely
value for rightful
rural poor

Dynamic, responsive, inclusive and unified digital services would create
value through delivery of benefits and public services to deprived and poor
rural people in the context of their needs and conditions. Poverty is
multidimensional and encompasses the various deprivations experienced by
poor people in their daily lives.
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DIGITAL SERVICES

Digital Services are the primary transformational construct of NRS that will guide use of digital
technologies for creating valuable outcomes for rural poor. The construct of digital services is critical
because governments and other public or private organizations interact with citizens and other entities
through those services.
To be transformation the Digital Services delivered by NRS would have to demonstrate eight
fundamental attributes. These are depicted and described below.

Figure 8: Digital Service Attributes

To be transformational, Digital Services need to be personalised, paperless, cashless, presenceless, frictionless, proactive, perceptive and pervasive.
1.

Personalized: Personalized services are designed and delivered to suit the specific
requirements of those who consume them. Personalization is generally achieved by giving
citizens a great experience that augurs to their needs and expectations in terms of location,
time, user experience, delivery channel, transparency, accountability and target audience.

2.

Paperless: Paperless services are programmed by adopting widespread automation.
Paperless services are a consequence of extensive business process reengineering and
significant fundamental rethinking.
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3.

Cashless: Cashless services are a key aspect of the digital economy. Cashless transactions
for services that have monetary dimensions in a cashless economy require an integrated
ecosystem of regulators, financial institutions, banks, payment mechanisms to work in
tandem that is trust-based.

4.

Presence-less: Presence-less services are cases where the role of human intervention and
discretion is minimized (or even eliminated) and services re-engineered to be rule-based
and data-driven covering the entire service lifecycle, from trigger to fulfilment. Services
are designed in a way that support automation and intelligent processing of already
available information to reflect the purpose of meeting the needs of different stakeholders
yet maintaining a people-first policy.

5.

Frictionless: Frictionless services are designed and delivered end-to-end. This means that
citizens are not exposed to all the internal coordination and exchange of information that
takes place between different ministries and departments, but what they receive is an
integrated experience. Frictionless (or seamless) services are enabled by a boundary less
flow of information.

6.

Proactive: Proactive services in a paradigm shift flip the service delivery model from the
“pull” approach of traditional e-government-whereby the citizen must first know, decide,
and seek out government services-towards a “push” model, whereby government
proactively and seamlessly delivers just-in-time information and services to citizens based
on their needs, circumstance, personal preferences, life events, and location. In other
words, instead of citizens approaching the government to seek services, it is the
government that reaches out to the people by anticipating their needs and intervening at
the right time in the right way.

7.

Perceptive: Perceptive services are when service providers have specific actionable
insights about service consumers (citizens) in ways that are ordinarily not visible, and
thereby providing the ability to predict and deliver. Linking data sources and breaking
down information silos lead to better perceptiveness. Moreover, greater perceptiveness
results in a higher likelihood of proactive services.

8.

Pervasive: Pervasive services occur when services cover all or at the least most of the
development goals that are relevant in the context of the scope of the organization being
considered. Pervasiveness is critical as it provides greater scope to understand and factor
in the inter and intra service dependencies required to minimize “service silos”. Covering
more goals also provides the ability to cover more citizens (inclusiveness) and spread
widely (coverage); i.e. both vertical and horizontal ubiquity achieved through widespread
adoption of platforms.

NRS would act as the digital backbone by providing necessary capabilities for ideation, design,
deployment and operation of Digital Services that demonstrate the described essential
attributes.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

An ecosystem oriented digital infrastructure cannot be built, nor can it evolve on a prescriptive
approach. Given this, a set of Principles – rather than specifications - have been recommended
to enable the evolution of the NRS. DoRD and Governments, both Central and State, must play
the role of facilitators, enablers and advocates of these Principles to speed up the evolution of
the Stack.
While identifying and defining the principles, the following core requirements and architectural
priorities have been kept in view:
1.

Unique and Reliable Identification of rural poor, relations, communities, administrative
units, regions, providers and assets across the whole ecosystem.

2.

Trustworthiness of the information created by the entities in the ecosystem

3.

Capability to assess the needs and benefits availed from information held in diverse
systems

4.

Managing the consents for collection and/or use of personal data, to ensure privacy and
confidentiality.

5.

Adopting and aligning with IndEA principles, given the enterprise nature of NRS.

The Principles of NRS – as pertaining to the Business (i.e. the Rural Development Domain)
and to Technology – are depicted in the following figure.

Figure 9: NRS Principles Overview

4.3.1 Business (Rural Development Domain) Principles
The following table states and describes principles pertaining to business domain, i.e. rural
development.
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Table 7: Business Principles (Domain Principles)

Business
Principles
(Domain
Principles) for
National Rural
Stack

1. Drive Ease of Living for Rural Poor
Proactive and responsive governance with citizen-centric approach is
key to drive ease of living for rural poor. Special focus is laid on
identification, design and delivery of needs-based, integrated services
that cut across agency-silos and are accessible seamlessly through
multiple delivery channels as chosen by the user.
2. Focus on Empowerment and Inclusion of Rural Poor
NRS educates and empowers rural population to identify, apply for and
avail a wide range of rural development services. Personalization and
localization of digital services is prioritized, and specialized solutions
are designed to reach out to the “unconnected”, digitally illiterates.
3. Outcome and Performance Orientation
Performance Measurements are derived from and linked to Sustainable
Development Goals prioritized by the Government. Real-time
monitoring of the KPIs for Rural Sector is the key driver to measure
performance and display accountability of all providers of services. All
Performance Measurements are outcome-oriented, and supported
through real-time dashboards, data analytics and visualization tools
4. Drive Convergence and Maximization of Benefits
Multi-dimensional convergence is promoted and facilitated to ensure
maximization of benefits from public resources. All information
management decisions are made to maximize the benefit to the
ecosystem as a whole. Federated architecture is adopted with only the
identified Core Building Blocks developed and maintained centrally.
All other building blocks are designed to be operated in a federated
model that factors regional, state-level and institution-level platforms
and systems to function independently but in an interoperable manner.
5. Data Managed as Asset and Shared with Ecosystem
Data is an asset that has a specific and measurable value to the
ecosystem and is managed accordingly. Data is shared across the
ecosystem, subject to rights and privileges, so as to prevent duplicative
sets of data by different agencies. Data Sharing is subject to
conformance with the principles of Security & Privacy.Access to data
ensures high-quality analytics, proactive service delivery, shorter
cycles for system improvement (e.g., updates to scheme guidelines can
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be made efficiently) and, most importantly, high responsiveness to user
needs.
6. Transparency and Accountability through Open Data
The verified registry of all the master entities and the non-repudiable
transaction trails leads to higher trust and stronger accountability. Rural
Stack is data-driven and uses data generated for reporting and analysis.
Public Open Data is made available via APIs and as open datasets for
transparency.
7. Privacy and Security by Design
Managing security and privacy of data is important and thus is a critical
part of the design of the Stack. Rural Stack uses zero trust model of
“never trust, always verify” to ensure privacy and data integrity. Every
access request is fully authenticated, authorized, and encrypted before
granting access (both internal and external). Sensitive data about
individuals is encrypted at rest. Mechanisms for user consent, using the
MeitY Electronic Consent Framework, is implemented to enable
applications to share data about users in a safe manner. Finally, all data
access is through API calls to ensure centralised management of
security controls. Direct access is prohibited for internal modules and
use of APIs is mandated.
8. Think Big, Start Small, Learn Fast
While the “Big Picture” of NRS is comprehensive containing various
Building Blocks required to fulfil the Vision, NRS adopts a
combination of strategies like taking a minimalistic approach for
designing each Block, prioritizing and sequencing of the development/
launch of the building blocks, and designing a technology architecture
that can scale horizontally and vertically.
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4.3.2 Technology Principles
The following table states and describes principles pertaining to ICT and digital technologies.
These principles complete the business principles stated above.
Table 8: Technology Principles

Technology
Principles for
National Rural
Stack

1. Alignment to IndEA
The design of the building blocks of NRS adopts and conforms to
IndEA by default. Other national and international standards are
adopted in areas not covered by IndEA. When appropriate, NRS adopts
the Agile IndEA Framework, which combines the Vision of IndEA
with the Speed of Agile methodologies of development.
2. Single Sources of Truth for all Master Entities
All the registries and other master databases of NRS are built as single
source of truth on different aspects and backed by strong data
governance. Rigid validations are applied to all mandatory ‘fields’,
clear ownership and responsibilities are defined for all core databases
and strong, dedicated data governance structures are established at the
various levels.
To ensure consistency, transparency and ease of usage, Master Data
Sets are defined basis following principles:
➢ Act as Single Source of Truth (SSOT) and provides one unique
value for each entity to be read and used by inter-domain and intradomain applications.
➢ Each master data entity must be uniquely identified and must have
same semantics.
➢ A master data entity is entitled to be continued as master data if
there are multiple consumer applications.
➢ Attributes defining master data entity should be distinct and
unambiguous to provide consistent semantics.
➢ Each master data entity in a domain would have a well-defined
owner(s) for updating and managing data.
➢ Criteria for unique codes which may be referred as identifiers need
to be determined for every master entity and their primary
attributes for easy access after error detection, data cleaning,
validation and de-duplication etc. Identifiers assigned to entities
are used to uniquely identify them throughout their life cycle.
These identifier codes can be validated through different checksum
formulas.
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3. Interoperability through Open APIs and Open Standards
Interoperability is essential for NRS to be able to catalyse the
ecosystem and support multiple solutions. The components of the Stack
are loosely coupled using open interfaces (APIs). In addition, Rural
Stack is built using open standards, absent dependence on specific
platforms or software frameworks.
4. Events-Driven and Unbundled as Microservices
There is a clear separation of concerns for data storage, software
services and APIs. Components are event-driven, and independently
replaceable and extensible. Instead of focusing purely on monolithic
“solutions”, underlying digital blocks are unbundled and built as
microservices offered via API’s to allow diverse solutioning by the
ecosystem.
State governments will be able to customise at a sub-stack level and
create contextual solutions to serve their specific purpose, make
changes to them with appropriate permission control and audit trace.
5. Designed for Evolvability and Scale
Components of the Stack are capable to scale horizontally to support
the delivery of digital solutions for rural citizens by the diverse rural
ecosystem. NRS is cloud-ready and uses commodity hardware to
ensure that capital investments are minimal and give a choice of
infrastructure to the implementers and enable systems to evolve
heterogeneously. Finally, the scale of use of the Stack is measurable
and demonstrable.

6. Based on Common Open-Source to create Public Goods
NRS is built using available open-source frameworks to ensure full
flexibility in feature enhancements, give full code control to program
implementers and avoid vendor lock-in. These features, in turn, help to
ensure agility of the Stack and its applications, build trust among
consumers and enable wider adoption.
“Reference Applications” at various federated architecture levels
should be designed and developed as reusable, multi-tenant, opensource and standards-compliant applications, made available to all via
open-source repositories, websites, and/or App Stores.
7. Reuse of Existing Systems and Digital Capabilities
Existing systems, infrastructure and digital capabilities are reused. All
major legacy systems are assessed for conformance to NRS principles
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and leveraged to the extent feasible. Compliance of legacy systems to
the NRS and IndEA Principles is assessed using an appropriately
designed tool, and only those legacy systems that cross the bar can
operate within the ecosystem.
8. Inclusive and Accessible by Design
NRS is designed to cater to diversity across language, context, device,
connectivity, capacity, etc. and ensure the system addresses users with
special needs with tools, content, etc. NRS provides uniform access to
everyone including remote areas with limited or no connectivity and
support the end point devices at the root level.
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National Rural Stack Blueprint

The National Rural Stack shall be a public, nationally shared, digital infrastructure usable
at centre, state and local levels across public and private sectors. The blueprint of the Stack
is envisaged to bring a holistic view across rural ecosystem and enable rapid creation of diverse
solutions for requirements of rural development.
The blueprint of NRS provides an approach to establish a Federated Architecture, defined in
terms of its Building Blocks. The federated architecture seeks to enable the rural ecosystem by
streamlining information flows across actors in the ecosystem while keeping rural citizens,
households, communities and areas, and their privacy and confidentiality of data at the
forefront. A federated design can help accelerate the adoption, improve delivery of education
services across both the public and private sectors, and enable lessening of the digital divide
through innovative integrated solutions across digital-physical contexts. NRS blueprint
identifies the layers of key building blocks by looking at the most common requirements of
the rural ecosystem. It also provides guidance for creation of Digital IDs and use of Federated
Architecture pattern for realization of NRS vision.
As stated earlier, building an open digital infrastructure is a strategic choice to ensure that the
platform does not become a monolithic system and is continuously evolving with the needs of
the various stakeholders over time.

5.1

BLUEPRINT OVERVIEW

In accordance with the IndEA guidance of “Minimalism and Reusability”, the Blueprint
identifies the Essential Set of Macro-Level Building Blocks required for the NRS to evolve
and describes their capabilities.
NRS blueprint is composed of three layers of building blocks: NRS Digital Rural
Development Services and Channels, NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers, and Common
Systems and Digital Platforms.
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Figure 10: NRS Blueprint Layers Overview

As depicted in the figure above, NRS will integrate and work together with the existing and
new Scheme Systems, and other Registries and Information Systems from other sectors that
are operational at central, state or district/local levels.
The NRS Digital Rural Development Services and Channels layer will facilitate delivery of
integrated services in areas such as Employment & Livelihood, Skills, Assets & Infrastructure,
and Social Assistance to rural poor through multiple digital and physical channels.
NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers layer provide digital platforms and elements to support
delivery of multiple digital rural development services. NRS digital enablers include Digital
IDs and core registries required to create a single source of truth and manage master rural
development data of the nation. They also include platforms for planning and scheme
convergence, rural development analytics and cloud services to create a responsive, proactive
and converged delivery of benefits and services to rural poor.
The Common Systems and Digital Platforms layer underpins the other two layers and provides
common reusable systems such as ServicePlus, LGD, eOffice, Sandes, Tejas, PFMS, DBT,
eHRMS, GeM, GePNIC, GIS, MeghRaj, NICNET and BharatNet, and foundational digital
platforms like Aadhaar, eSign, DigiLocker, UPI and Electronic Consent Framework. These
systems and platforms provide foundational capabilities that are common across the entire
gamut of Digital India that are not specific to any specific sector.
The following diagram highlights the core building blocks that make up the NRS blueprint
layers.
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Figure 11: NRS Core Building Blocks Overview

The building blocks of NRS will be a package of self-contained functionality defined to meet
business needs and will be realized as components that are event-driven, unbundled and built
as microservices offered via API’s. This will facilitate legacy system integration, improve
interoperability, and flexibility in the creation of new systems and solutions. Together they
would create a powerful framework to bring convergence and faster go-to market for any rural
development initiative.

5.2
NRS DIGITAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICESAND CHANNELS
LAYER
5.2.1 Thematic Digital Services
This document identifies the core digital services that must be provided to the rural poor by the
rural development ecosystem. These represent the domain-oriented building blocks. Each of
the digital service shall have the following characteristics:
•

Driven by the needs of the rural citizen / user

•

Adherence to assured service levels

•

Digital, accessible and inclusive

•

Seamlessly accessible over multiple channels

•

Use capabilities of NRS foundational building blocks

•

Standards-based
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Designed for scale

This Layer of the Blueprint is merely a placeholder in so far as it identifies the thematic areas
for development and deployment of applications but refrains from listing them. Such an
approach has been adopted not only because of the large number and variety, but also because
the applications must evolve in an innovative way that cannot be defined upfront.
The following table provides an indicative list of digital rural development services to be
supported by NRS. Other than the services funded by central schemes, similar services that are
funded by state schemes shall also be enabled by NRS. These digital services should adopt the
Digital Service Standard (DSS) which is the national standard to ensure uniformity,
consistency, comprehensiveness and excellence in definition, realization, measurement and
governance of digital services.
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Table 9: Indicative List of Scheme Centric NRS Digital Rural Development Services

S.
No.

Scheme

Service

Nature

1.

MGNREGA

Request Job Card for Household

G2C

2.

MGNREGA

Raise Demand for Work

G2C

3.

MGNREGA

Submit Attendance

G2C

4.

PMAY-G

Request Allotment of House

G2C

5.

PMAY-G

Request Allotment of Land

G2C

6.

PMAY-G

Raise Demand for Mason Training

G2C

7.

PMAY-G

Raise Demand for Work for House Construction

G2C

8.

PMAY-G

Request Allocation of Amenities

G2C

9.

DDUGKY

Raise Demand for Skill Enhancement

G2C

10.

DDUGKY

Receive Training Online

G2C

11.

DDUGKY

Register as Programme Implementation Agency

G2B

12.

DDUGKY

Register as Employer

G2B

13.

NRLM

Request for identification of CBOs (Self Help
Group / Village Organization / Cluster Level
Federation)

G2C

14.

NRLM

Apply for Funds / Benefits

G2C

15.

NRLM

Request for Assistance with Financial Services
like Bank Account Opening, Bank Loans,
Insurance etc.

G2C

16.

NRLM

Enrol as CCP / CRP /BRP / DRP / SRP / NRP

G2C

17.

NRLM

Register as Entrepreneur (Individual/Group) with
GeM

G2C

18.

NRLM

Apply for Stall during SARAS / Aajeevika Mela

G2C

19.

NRLM

Apply for Subsidy on Bank Loan

G2C
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20.

NRLM

Enrol as Mahila Kisaan / Producer Group

G2C

21.

NRLM

Request for Technological intervention under
MKSP

G2C

22.

NRLM

Enrol for Agri Nutri Garden under MKSP

G2C

23.

NRLM

Request Marketing Support and Market
Intelligence under MKSP

G2C

24.

NRLM

Request Custom Hiring Centre Services under
MKSP

G2C

25.

NRLM

Enrol as Micro-Entrepreneur under Non-Farm
Livelihoods

G2C

26.

NRLM

Request Awareness Program on Various Topics

G2C

27.

NRLM

Request for Sanction of Funds (between MMUs)

G2G

28.

NSAP

Apply for Pension

G2C

29.

NSAP

Register for Pension Disbursement through DBT

G2C

30.

NSAP

Request Transfer / Migration

G2C

The table below provides an indicative list of common foundational services applicable to
multiple schemes that will be supported by NRS. These common services shall be reusable
across schemes, thereby enabling quicker launch or implementation of new (yet-to-announced)
schemes.
Table 10: Indicative List of Cross-Scheme NRS Digital Rural Development Services

S.
No.

Scheme

Service

Nature

1.

Multiple
Schemes

Submit Proposal as Vendor

G2B

2.

Multiple
Schemes

Record Work Progress

G2B
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3.

Multiple
Schemes

Submit Invoice

G2B

4.

Multiple
Schemes

Track Payments

G2C, G2B

5.

Multiple
Schemes

Request Redressal of Grievance

G2C, G2B

6.

Multiple
Schemes

Access Information and Statistics on Scheme
Performance

G2C, G2G

7.

Multiple
Schemes

Access Information and Statistics on Scheme
Performance

G2C, G2G
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5.2.2 Access and Delivery Channels
The domain services shall be made seamlessly accessible over key access and service delivery
points that would be required by the beneficiaries and other actors of the rural development
ecosystem.
➢ Given the prospects of a near universal coverage of all families in the country with Smart
Phones, all the digital services are to be designed to be delivered through Smart Phones
adopting the Mobile First Principle. The Smart Phones should the preferred medium /
channel for dissemination of appropriate content, information, alerts and updates to rural
population, government functionaries and others involved in rural development. Smart
Phones can also be the preferred channel for online awareness and training of citizens and
the field force.
➢ Specific efforts shall be made to launch voice-based services using appropriate tools
customized to work in spoken Indian Languages, in collaboration with the OEMs.
➢ Various options can be made available via IVR, missed calls, SMS to help users take
actions, get information, etc without having to physically visit offices, fill forms, etc.
➢ Communities should be encouraged to create local support groups, support centres, etc.
to bridge the digital divide and help users adopt and leverage digital resources and
interfaces. Considering India’s large diversity in language and contexts, central call centres
do not work well and are not a viable scalable model. Instead, these support centres also
should be designed as federated and made as local as possible. Community members and
entrepreneurs should be encouraged to join and provide support to users.
➢ Interactive chatbots shall be encouraged for responding to frequent queries, get access to
information, and conduct transactions.
➢ In addition to access and delivery for humans, this building block would also provide
capabilities for enable system – to – system access and delivery of services through by
supporting API gateway, Open Data Portals and National Data Highway.
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NRS DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND ENABLERS LAYER

As depicted in the figure below, the NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers layer is composed of
8 core foundational building blocks at macro-level.

Figure 12: NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers Layer

Macro-level building blocks of NRS Digital Platforms and Enablers layer are as follows:
1.

ICT Infrastructure:to provide the foundational ICT infrastructure such as secure
networks, cloud infrastructure and operations management centre that will allow other
building blocks to operate.

2.

Digital Technology Foundations:to provide the foundation of digital technologies such
as big data, AI/ML, IoT & blockchain so that digital capabilities can be natively and
extensively used by NRS components.

3.

Digital IDs and Registries: to provide a mechanism to identify actors (individuals,
households, institution, things etc.) participating in the system and manage the key entities
and standardized master data required for any rural development ecosystem
transaction/interaction
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4.

Data Exchange and Privacy: to facilitate seamless flow of information across the
ecosystem while ensuring privacy, security and integrity of the data in accordance with the
laws and regulations.

5.

Functional Platforms and Solutions: to provide a unifying backbone to allow proactive,
responsive and converged delivery of services and benefits to the rural poor.

6.

Intelligence & Analytics: to harness the data to address implementation gaps, detect
overlaps and target the right beneficiaries through use of emerging technologies like big
data and AI/ML and feed into smart policy making, for instance, through improved
predictive analytics.

7.

Open APIs and Open Data: to provide standardized APIs to access the reusable
capabilities of NRS components and increase transparency and accountability through
open data.

8.

Ecosystem Sandbox: to promote easy participation and rapid solutioning atop the NRS
capabilities through a unified environment for all ecosystem actors to discover, understand,
engage, experiment, and innovate with NRS services.

This document provides a strategic view into the capabilities that must be delivered by the NRS
digital platforms and enablers building blocks. The design, specifications of standards and
identification of technology choices of the building blocks is beyond the scope of the document.
Each building block shall provide a standalone, useful, reusable and implementable capability
in support of the digital rural development services and have the following characteristics:
•

Cross-functional across the value chain by design

•

Applicable to multiple use cases in rural development

•

Interoperable with other building blocks

•

Use shared digital infrastructure (to the extent feasible)

•

Standards-based

•

Designed for scale

The capabilities of the building blocks are described in the following pages.
5.3.1 ICT Infrastructure
This block provides various shared technology services that can be used across all other blocks
to enable reuse, scale, security, and avoidance of duplicated efforts. The services provided by
this building block would be generalized and non-functional and technology-oriented in nature.
Services provided by this macro-level building block are as follows:
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➢ The block would provide secure and resilient rural cloud that will build on the MeitY
initiative of MeghRaj and Government Community Cloud (GCC) with security and
privacy policies and infrastructure required for the Rural Stack.
➢ Secure Rural Network would be built on existing infrastructures. NICNET and
BharatNet may be expanded and strengthened to meet shortfalls in connectivity
requirements. NRS should be built to work on public networks by default. Wherever access
to sensitive or aggregated data is involved, secure connectivity like MPLS or VPN may be
used.
➢ All events on the rural cloud needs security surveillance ensuring every data byte is highly
secure. This is achieved through a Security & Privacy Operations Centre.
5.3.2 Digital Technology Foundations
This block provides the foundation for digital initiatives through NRS by providing the digital
capabilities to other NRS components. Creating these as foundational elements will allow other
blocks to reuse technologies and avoid duplicated efforts.
Services provided by this macro-level building block are as follows:
➢ Big Data & AI/ML platforms would be provided to allow management of various types
of structured and unstructured datasets and generation of actionable insights from them.
➢ Technology platforms for other emerging technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT)
and Blockchain would be provided to benefit from creation of intelligent physical assets
& infrastructure and decentralized establishment of trust across the ecosystem actors
respectively.
➢ Case & workflow management services will provide longitudinal tracking of services,
often across multiple service categories, departments and locations and help to optimize
business processes by specifying the rules that govern the execution of a sequence of
activities and the exchange of associated information to orchestrate the process flow from
initiation to completion. Existing providers such as ServicePlus should be reused as
applicable to deliver these services.
➢ Event Bus will allow publish/subscribe communication of all event data in a distributed
asynchronous environment.
➢ Security and access services will provide ICT administrators the ability to centrally
configure and manage user and group access permissions to network resources, services,
databases, applications, and user devices.
➢ GIS services will provide functionality to identify, tag and analyse geographic locations
of an object, such as a water source, building, mobile phone or medical commodity.
Existing GIS providers such as Bharat Maps shall be reused to provide these services.
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➢ Common India Stack (Aadhaar, UPI, DBT, DigiLocker, eSign etc.) would be leveraged to
provide the services to the actors by providing API bridges and utilities within this block.
➢ It would also provide support for various messaging platforms like email, SMS, Instant
Messaging and IVR along with bridges to popular commercial chat and messaging
platforms.
5.3.3 Digital IDs and Registries
Digital IDs and Core Electronic Registries would be two core elements of the NRS that would
act as a catalyst for transformation in implementation of rural development schemes and
delivery of services to rural poor.
Digital IDs
A digital identity is information on an entity used by computer systems to represent an external
agent. That agent may be a person, organization, application, or device. Individuals,
households, communities, things, and entities will be represented by a Digital Identity to ensure
every participating actor can be uniquely identified.
➢ The representation of a person and household within the Rural Development Ecosystem
will be standardized through a Personal/Individual Rural Digital ID and HH Rural
Digital ID to ensure benefits are provided to the correct individual or to obtain consented
access. Digital ID will enable them to obtain services, manage and control attributes,
receive attestations, manage profile and transaction data attached to that ID, consent to
one’s own profile and/or data, if required revoke, and manage the lifecycle.
➢ Upon successful registration Digital ID (unique, system-wide identifier) will be created
and provided to the registrant. Users will be able to provide one of many national
identifiers (like Aadhaar, PAN card, Election ID, etc) to identify themselves and complete
KYC during the process of Digital ID creation. The registrant may create a Virtual ID to
preserve their privacy when interacting with other users or stakeholders in the system.
➢ When registered beneficiaries approach a service provider for scheme-related facilities,
they would be expected to only provide their Digital ID. This federated identification
system ensures that a user is identified uniquely in the NRS without requiring additional
national identities to be produced for each transaction.
➢ Similar Digital IDs will be provided to other actors and stakeholders. Just as in the case of
individual clients, identifiers will be assigned to these institutions only upon successful
KYC for the institution. This KYC could be performed using a unique national ID already
assigned to the institution.
➢ In addition, to allow for effective use of emerging technologies such as IoT and
Blockchain, NRS would also provide the services to generate and manage Digital IDs for
assets and other physical things of interest to the rural development ecosystem.
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More details regarding key considerations for generation of Digital IDs is provided in Section
5.6.2Digital ID for Individuals and Assets.
Electronic Registries
The data is the base on which integrated digital services are built. The master data is the data
about core entities in the domain like Patient, Hospital in Health, School, Student, Teacher,
Institute in Education etc. and reference data like State, District, Village, Port, Cargo Type,
Hospital Type, Institute Type etc. The standard definition of this data and its consistent
application and sharing with-in and across domain is the key to delivery of high-quality
integrated services. Core Electronic Registry is the registry of the master data which works as
a single source of truth and is available with in domain and across domain for integration by
other applications/platforms. The objective is to avoid duplication and ensure quality and
consistency of this master data.
The NRS would provide reliable and easily accessible master data to various ecosystem actors
and stakeholders through core electronic registries. These registries will be designed to be
easily accessible through “registry-as-a-service with open APIs”.
➢ Social Registry will collect individual and household level data on the socio-economic
conditions of potential rural development beneficiaries, and support functions of outreach,
registration and overarching assessment of needs and conditions across schemes. Social
Registry will support dynamic inclusion through self-reporting and interoperability with
other administrative systems, and act as gateways for registration and eligibility for
multiple schemes.
➢ Beneficiary Registry provides a consolidated overview of ‘who receives what’ benefits
to support coordination, planning and integrated monitoring. It will support program
implementation by enabling assessment of overlaps, gaps and duplications across multiple
programmes.
➢ Asset Registry will provide comprehensive information about the assets and infrastructure
that are created and maintained through by the rural development ecosystem under the
various schemes and programmes.
➢ Master Codes are pre-assigned codes to data elements, so that the data entered into a
system can be reliably read, sorted, indexed, retrieved, communicated and shared between
systems. Master Codes will be maintained for Administrative Units (using LGD),
Household Types, Scheme Types, Benefits types/categories, Languages, Location etc.
These master codes must be maintained in a single source digitally and made available via
APIs for other blocks and applications to use.
➢ Other Key registries for Rural Industries (MSMEs), SHGs, Academic & Vocational
Training Institutions, Assets etc. will be designed to be easily accessible by other building
blocks and usable through “registry-as-a-service with open APIs”.
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➢ An important aspect of NRS is to ensure effective and consistent usage of NRS Registries
across domains and applications. Hence Data Governance would be established and used
to define ownership of data elements in the registry, frame data policies, approve request
for intra domain transfer of data, address the issue of inconsistency, duplication and
distribution in alignment to the concepts and best practices of data management.
➢ A key consideration for developing Registries would be to design them as an organised
system or directory to collect core master data entities governed by certain set of rules or
conditions which are followed over time. Depending on the data sources, registries may
utilize certain identifiers to locate the specific entity and link the data. Registries would
allow multiple, authorized data issuers to publish data into a virtual layer that in turn
enables access to this data by multiple authorized requestors. Registry would typically not
own data. Data is owned by the issuer or data source. Access authorization would be
controlled at the attribute level and requires consent from the user as well as the data issuer.
5.3.4 Data Exchange and Privacy
This block will provide services to support secure information flow and exchange of data across
the different actors in the ecosystem and ensure privacy and confidentiality of the data. Services
provided by this block will enable the creation of anonymised and aggregated datasets that
assist in the creation of dashboards, reports, and other types of statistics.
Services provided by this macro-level building block are as follows:
➢ Rural Information Exchange will enable real-time data exchange by implementation of
Open APIs and other data exchange mechanisms. From a flow perspective each access
application to submit or retrieve/ access any information from/via the NRS, needs to be
registered with the Rural Information Exchange, which would be responsible for
authentication and authorization of all data exchange requests and, if authorized, then for
routing the request to the providing applications. The design of this component should
support implementation of multi-channel solutions by participating applications, to ensure
cross channel capabilities and a seamless user experience and for enabling a public-private
digital ecosystem to come up.
➢ Consent Manager will provide services to provide, manage and revoke consent for
accessing personal data. Depending on the sensitivity of the data, access may be of 3 types:
1. Fully consent protected – records and attributes of the records accessible only via
consent; 2. Partially public – some attributes are protected via consent while others are not;
and 3. Fully public – all attributes and records available without consent. The electronic
consent framework specifications notified by MeitY should be used to develop the
information sharing processes.
➢ Rural Locker will provide a standards-based interoperability specification that can be
implemented by multiple players to enable the creation of a Rural Development Record
ecosystem. Locker shall leverage the DigiLocker.
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➢ Anonymizer service will take data from the rural development data sets and rural locker,
remove all personally identifiable information to protect privacy and provide the
anonymized data to the seeker. It will implement various data anonymization techniques,
including deidentification, masking, randomization, etc, so that applications wanting to
“emit” open data for analytics purposes can anonymize various datasets in a standard and
efficient manner.
➢ Privacy Manager will provide services to manage Rural Citizen Privacy Preferences and
facilitate interoperability across ecosystem by allowing privacy and consent choices to be
uniformly applied in accordance with the data privacy laws. Privacy Manager will enable
privacy-compliant and auditable data collection via a just-in-time notice on first interaction
with new and unrecognized users. Privacy Manager will automatically instruct other
building blocks and systems when data deletion needs to be executed in compliance with
data privacy laws and requirements.
5.3.5 Functional Platforms and Solutions
This block will provide a common set of key functionalities that will create a unifying digital
backbone to allow proactive, responsive and converged delivery of services and benefits to the
rural poor. New schemes and services in the rural development ecosystem will benefit from
reuse of these functionalities as it will speed up scheme implementation and ensure
interoperability and convergence at a national level.
Common Digital Service Elements
This sub-building block will provide common digital solutions and services to enable
provisioning of integrated and frictionless digital services for rural poor. It will provide
following key functionalities:
➢ Registration and Profile Management will empower the rural beneficiaries to
seamlessly register, including proactively, across multiple schemes and manage their
profiles.
➢ Eligibility Check and would allow rural poor to check eligibility and the Benefits
Statement would provide rural citizens and unified view into the various benefits that have
been provided to them.
➢ Payment Disbursal & Tracking would allow beneficiaries to manage preference for
receiving payments and track status of payments.
➢ Grievance Redressal solution will provide a digital interface to capture, process and
resolve feedback, complaints and appeals across several programmes.
Unified Planning & Management
This sub-building block provides core functional services to ensure responsiveness and
inclusiveness of interventions to serve people in need by dynamically responding to individual
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lifecycle shocks and stressors (e.g. job loss, disability, childbearing or old age) or large crises
(e.g. natural disaster, conflict), as well as enabling beneficiaries to transition between schemes
as their circumstances change. It also aligns with the paradigm of GPDP within which the
responsibility of creating and executing contextualized, needs-based plan lies with local selfgovernance institutions. Functionalities provided by PES suite to support GPDP exercises
would be leveraged for this alignment.
This sub-building block will leverage the registries to fulfil its functions.
➢ Needs Assessment will help understand the needs the individuals, households and
communities based on their attributes, life-events and understanding of the local
conditions.
➢ Benefits Assessment will generate an assessment of the benefits provided, potential
benefits available and use Beneficiary Planning to generate the plans to meet the needs.
➢ Resource Planning would enable dynamic allocation of resources to fulfil the beneficiary
plans.
Scheme and Resource Convergence
This sub-building block provides functional services to support convergence in implementation
and monitoring of schemes by government or non-government bodies. As the Finance
Commission grants flow directly to the GP accounts this building block together with Unified
Planning & Management sub-building block and PES/GPDP platform from Common Systems
and Digital Platforms layer would drive transparency and accountability.
This sub-building block will leverage the registries to fulfil its functions.
➢ Scheme Definition shall enable creation and onboarding of schemes on NRS, along with
definition of their sub-components.
➢ Eligibility Criteria Management would support definition of objectives and criterion for
beneficiary to be eligible for scheme benefits.
➢ Resources Convergence would enable dynamic allocation of resources across schemes in
support of delivery of converged benefits as per the beneficiary plans created by Unified
Planning building block.
➢ Monitoring and Audit would enable monitoring of the scheme implementation, help
conduct audit and assessment of performance of the schemes.
5.3.6 Intelligence & Analytics
This building blocks would provide the services that allow data to be harnessed to address
implementation gaps, detect overlaps, offer personalised services, target the right beneficiaries,
prevent and detect frauds through use of emerging technologies like big data and AI/ML.
These will present the overall direction of rural development at the country/state/district/local
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levels leading to data-driven decisions and targeted policymaking in the rural development
sector.
Further, the role-based analytics dashboards shall be provided at every administrative level –
central government, state government and local self-government which would enable closer,
proactive monitoring and timely action. Predictive analytics can also help in identifying the
future needs of the rural citizens, planning, targeted policy making and location or communitybased focussed implementation for faster and better outreach and enhanced benefits realisation.
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The following initial sets of themes are recommended to harness the data through intelligence
and analytics services.
Table 11: Indicative Themes for Intelligence and Analytics

Theme
Livelihood and
Employment

Illustrative Decision Goals
•
Generation of regular source of livelihood
•
Identification of extremely vulnerable groups
•
Success of the SHGs
•
Availability of local and seasonal jobs
Infrastructure Availability •
Sufficiency and maintenance of rural roads
•
Availability of affordable housing
Financial Inclusion
•
Availability of credit
•
Credit-linked benefits realisation
•
Greater financial inclusion
•
Proliferation of digital banking
Skills
•
Availability of skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled
manpower
•
Mapping of skills availability to geography
•
Demand for specific skills
•
Availability of skill development centres
Quality of Life
•
Better purchasing power parity
•
Economic and social well-being
•
Access to affordable healthcare
•
Access to education
Service Delivery
•
Timely delivery of services
•
Easier access of services
Schemes Saturation
•
Schemes utilization and outcomes
•
Schemes enrichment and improved coverage
Rural Economy
•
More private investments in rural sector
•
Generation of more rural jobs
•
Higher income through rural jobs
•
Rural e-commerce
5.3.7 Open APIs and Open Data
An application programming interface (API) is a computing interface that defines interactions
between multiple software intermediaries. It defines the kinds of calls or requests that can be
made, how to make them, the data formats that should be used, the conventions to follow, etc.
It can also provide extension mechanisms so that users can extend existing functionality in
various ways and to varying degrees. This building block will provide the services to define,
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deploy and manage APIs to allow reuse of capabilities and data provided and managed by
various business and technology centric components of NRS.
Key services provided by this macro-level building block are as follows:
➢ NRS API Gateway will provide services to create, publish, maintain, monitor, and secure
APIs at scale. It will handle tasks in accepting and processing API calls, including traffic
management, authorization and access control, throttling, monitoring, and API version
management.
➢ In addition, this building block will also allow integration and interoperability through
national infrastructures such as National Data Highway and Open Government Data
(OGD) Platform and Portals.
5.3.8 Ecosystem Sandbox
Evolving IndEA thinking is all about building a strong ecosystem around the digital
infrastructure to drive innovation, contextualization, and solutioning to cater to the evolving
and diverse needs of India. To ensure easy participation, rapid solutioning, and wide adoption
of NRS, an ecosystem sandbox has been identified as a key building block. Ecosystem Sandbox
is defined as a unified environment for all ecosystem actors to discover, understand, engage,
experiment, innovate, and build on the NRS infrastructure.
Key activities that will be supported are as follows:
1.

Discover information, tools, ideas, innovations, events, and other ecosystem actors related
to NRS

2.

Learn all about the possibilities, various services, APIs, rules of participation, process,
tools available

3.

Engage with the NRS and other ecosystem actors to ideate, support each other, co-create
and showcase

4.

Experiment, innovate by building assets, prototypes and solutions using the APIs/tools

5.

Obtain API keys, build, test, validate, and go-live with solutions using APIs

6.

View data related to ecosystem health, adoption, usage, and related analytics.

7.

For custodian of the platform, sandbox would be the single place for publishing
information, rules, processes, tools, managing API access, analysing feedbacks and
grievances, and engaging with ecosystem

5.4

COMMON SYSTEMS AND DIGITAL PLATFORMS LAYER

Existing systems and infrastructure would be reused by the NRS to form the foundation on
which the NRS is established. These include common use systems and digital platforms and
infrastructure established by the government.
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5.4.1 Common Systems and Infrastructure
Following foundational systems and infrastructure shall be used by NRS:
•

ServicePlus: Service Plus is a metadata-based e-Service delivery framework which is built
on LowCode-NoCode (LCNC) architecture for delivering electronic-services to citizens.
It facilitates data flow with the existing government systems and tools like DigiLocker, ewallet, eTaal, e-Sign, Aadhaar etc.

•

Local Government Directory (LGD): LGD generates unique code for each local
government body and facilitates maintenance of directory with events such as newly
formed panchayats/local bodies, re-organization in panchayats, conversion from Rural to
Urban area.

•

Panchayat Enterprise Suite (PES) / Gram Panchayat Development Plan (GPDP):
MoPR has undertaken e-Panchayat Mission Mode Project(e-Panchayat MMP) with a view
to introduce and strengthen e-Governance in PRIs across the country. PES suite has been
developed and deployed under this MMP. The PES suite provides the functionalities to
enable Panchayats to create their GPDPs.

•

eOffice: eOfficeis a cloud-enabled system that aims to support governance by ushering in
more effective and transparent inter and intra-government processes. The open architecture
on which eOffice has been built, makes it a reusable framework and a standard reusable
product amenable to replication across the governments, at the central, state and district
levels.

•

Sandes: It is an open source based indigenous instant messaging platform to facilitate
instant messaging communication in Government organisations. It supports end-to-end
encrypted messaging and encrypted backup and encrypted OTP service. It can be
integrated with other Government communications systems for sending encrypted
messages and is integrated with NIC email, DigiLocker and eOffice.

•

Public Finance Management System (PFMS): PFMS is a web-based online software
application developed and implemented by the Office of Controller General of Accounts.
It facilitates sound management of public finances by establishing an efficient fund flow
system as well as a payment cum accounting network.

•

Tejas: Tejas is a powerful tool for data preparation and analytics visualization with
capability to integrate with types of data sources. This tool has been developed using opensource technologies and bringing together the best business intelligence features. It can be
integrated with BharatMaps (State & district level maps) and Sandes.

•

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT): DBT provides the mechanism of transferring subsidies
directly to the people through their bank accounts.
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•

Electronic Human Resources Management Systems (e-HRMS):e-HRMS is a standard
ICT solution for the Government sector. It provides a product-based solution to the
State/Central Government organisations for better management of personnel through
electronic service record.

•

Government e Marketplace (GeM): GeM is an online platform for public procurement.
GeM is a contactless, paperless and cashless online marketplace that provides all modes
of procurement, viz., direct purchase, e-bidding, bidding with reverse e-auction and direct
reverse auction.

•

Government eProcurement System of NIC (GePNIC): is an online solution to conduct
all stages of a procurement process. GePNIC converts tedious procurement process into
an economical, transparent, and more secure system. Today, many Government
organizations and public sector units have adopted GePNIC.

•

Geographic Information System (GIS) / BHARATMAPS: BHARATMAPS is a multilayer GIS platform which depicts core foundation data as "NICMAPS", an integrated base
map service using 1:50,000 scale reference data from Survey of India, Indian Space
Research Organisation, Forest Survey of India, Registrar General of India and so on. The
platform provides access to GIS data as a service to various projects at central and state
level.

•

MeghRaj: MeghRaj enables the government agencies to utilise and harness the benefits
of Cloud Computing. It offers services in variety of service models like Platform as a
Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Software as a Services (SaaS).IaaS
provides basic virtual compute infrastructure resources like CPU, Memory, Disk Storage,
whereas PaaS provides pre-installed web and database servers to publish and run web
application without worrying about server setup.

•

NICNET: NICNET, the pan India communication network for exclusive use of
government today connects government offices across the length and breadth of India
using terrestrial, RF & VSAT technologies.

•

BharatNet: BharatNet is a telecom infrastructure composed of the National Optical Fibre
Network to provide a minimum of 100 Mbit/s broadband connectivity to all 250,000 gram
panchayats in the country, covering nearly 625,000 villages. The last mile connectivity is
through 2 to 5 Wi-Fi hotspots per gram panchayat with a minimum of one Wi-Fi hotspot
per village.

5.4.2 Foundational Digital Platforms - India Stack & JAM
India Stack is a set of digital public goods which collectively make it easier for innovators to
introduce digital services in India across a range of sectors. India Stack has four essential layers:
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•

Presence-less layer – enabled by Aadhaar Authentication – which enables removal of
barriers to people’s participation in formal services through digital identities and remote
authentication mechanisms;

•

Paper-less layer – enabled by e-Sign, DigiLocker and Aadhaar e-KYC – which enables
digital records to be moved with an individual’s digital identity;

•

Cashless layer – enabled by UPI, APB and AEPS – which includes a set of payments
services to ease monetary transactions; and

•

Consent layer – enabled by e-Consent Framework and DEPA – which empowers
individuals to share their data in a safe and secure manner, thus enabling access to better
financial, healthcare, and other services.

The widespread rapid adoption of basic bank accounts under the PMJDY; the digital identity
called Aadhaar; and mobile phones, especially smartphones, has created a foundation (JAM)
in India on which the India Stack operates.

5.5

GOVERNANCE, POLICIES & STANDARDS

Governance, Strategic Control, Compliance to Policies and Standards would be one of the key
verticals that cut across all the NRS Blueprint layers and building blocks. Governance structure
and mechanism should be able to accommodate the concerns of a wide variety of stakeholders
and yet be operationally nimble enough to adapt to a complex business environment and
everchanging technological ecosystem.
NRS envisages the evolution of an entire ecosystem in the rural development sector to provide
a wide range of services to the stakeholders in a digitally enabled manner. Such seamless and
boundary-less interoperability is possible only if all the building blocks and the digital systems
are built using the defined standards which are openly licensed, accessible, and usable by the
whole ecosystem. This building block will provide the minimum viable standards required for
ensuring interoperability within the rural development ecosystem. Some of the primary areas
in which standards would be defined are as follows:
➢ Consent: The consent needs to be covered from two aspects - consent for data collection
and data use through NRS.
➢ Interoperability: Standards related to exchange of rural development data.
➢ Privacy & Security: Standards related to data privacy (through access control) and
Security of data at-rest and at-motion. Also, aspects such as data immutability and nonrepudiation with audit trail.
➢ Application design and development: Standards related to design and development of
applications.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS

5.6.1 Federated Architecture
Federated architecture (FA) is a pattern in enterprise architecture that allows interoperability
and information sharing between semi-autonomous de-centrally organized entities,
information technology systems and applications. For ensuring the security and privacy of the
personal and sensitive information rural citizens while ensuring interoperability and
technological flexibility and independence, the federated architectural pattern in NRS is
essential. Such an architectural pattern is also ideally suited to the conditions prevalent in a
federal set up like India and includes both public and private institutions.
Principles and Salient Features for Federated Architecture
The federated architecture for NRS shall be laid out at three levels - National, State, and
District and Local The core solution layers of NRS will be represented at each level, to meet
the key interaction requirements. Technology stack and reference applications shall be
available for all layers.
The federated architecture for NRS shall be guided by a set of suggestive principles. The
principles to guide federated architecture pattern for NRS are as follows:
1.

The federated architecture is indicative. It can be modified, enhanced and evolved with
time. The federated architecture is modular in nature. The combination of modules
necessary at each level / setting will be decided while designing the information systems.

2.

NRS services, data, and applications are held at three levels, i.e. - National, State, and
District and Local levels, in a decentralized manner, following the principle of minimality
at each level.

3.

Open interoperable standards, specifications, and protocols are maintained at national level
to ensure national interoperability and portability.

4.

To ensure data consistency, interoperability and national portability, only the minimum
required number of building blocks are designed, developed, open sourced, held and
managed centrally.

5.

Each administrative level has 5 solution layers representing key interactions - “Registries”,
“Unified Planning & Convergence Solutions”, “Benefits Delivery Solutions”, “Data and
Analytics”, and “Ecosystem Sandbox”. These “solution layers” are subsequently broken
into various building blocks described earlier.

6.

The building blocks constituting the 5 solution layers across 3 administrative levels are
loosely coupled on a 'Need-to-Connect' basis, using standardized APl's and open
specifications. The principles laid out within NRS are applied at each level and layer and
in the design of these building blocks.
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7.

“Reference Applications” at various levels should be designed and developed as reusable,
multi-tenant, open-source and standards-compliant applications, made available to all via
open-source repositories, websites, and/or App Stores.

8.

A set of interoperable electronic registries at appropriate level (national, state, district,
local) will be enabled based on a common registry schema that allows seamless
interchange (consented as necessary) between various systems.

9.

Data shall be maintained at different levels where data is generated. All the technology
requirements, legal data protection and empowerment aspects, and specifications of data
shall be supported appropriately. It may be observed that each data type (including master
and transaction data) is maintained at one level only, to ensure uniqueness and consistency.
For instance, social registry records shall be maintained at the local level and made
available digitally at district, state or national levels where such data links can be
maintained.

10. A repository of standards and master codes shall be maintained at the national level as
electronic registries with open APIs for various systems to integrate. All registries shall
conform to well documented, standard search/access APIs with published schemas.
11. IDs for various actors shall be generated as part of national registry, but the control of data
and attributes will be decentralized to state or local levels as appropriate.
12. Various actors that are part of the rural ecosystem will be part of the national registry with
unique IDs for bringing higher levels of trust, transparency, and master data
interoperability.
13. Rural citizens shall be in full control of their “rural development data records” as per data
empowerment principles in a machine readable, digitally signed, printable, and portable
manner.
14. Systems shall hold the primary data; and all other IT systems, applications or entities will
have access to it only through APIs, subject to the applicable permissions and consents.
15. The data fiduciary managing the data and the data processor holding and processing the
same shall be responsible for the data protection obligations and compliances to applicable
laws.
16. To cater to diversity of contexts in India, ecosystem partners will be encouraged to use,

contribute, and extend NRS solutions through clearly defined ecosystem policies, rules,
and tools.
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Figure 13: Overview of Federated Architecture

As depicted, NRS is not envisaged to be a set of central applications, rather a set of core
building blocks along with reference applications running in a federated manner across
centre, state, and local levels.
5.6.2 Digital ID for Individuals and Assets
Identification of beneficiary helps to establish trust in Government service delivery to rural
households/ individuals which are social upliftment, livelihood assistance, financial support,
community development, sustainable infrastructure creation etc. in nature. Proving ‘we are
who we say we are’ establishes entitlement to access various public sector / government
services and benefits. Digital ID can verify and authenticate one’s identity through a variety or
combination of factors:

•

Who you are (e.g. fingerprint, iris, face, voice, etc.)

•

What you know (e.g. PIN, Password, etc.)

•

What you have (e.g. smart card, security token, etc.)

Examples of Digital ID systems that are operational around the globe include UK Verify
(United Kingdom), e-ID (Estonia), Aadhaar (India), SecureKey Concierge (Canada), BankID
(Sweden) etc.
Given the importance of digital identity in rural context, it should consider formulating a
Digital Identity Framework which comprises all the aspects required to operate a Digital
Identity System and deliver its service to the rural population. A successful Digital Identity
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framework has potential to deliver benefits to the rural citizens. Some of the benefits are as
mentioned below:
•

Improving convenience for users – users do not have to be physically present to avail
the services; by adopting online service delivery approaches, users are likely to benefit
from 24/7 availability of services

•

Reducing costs of the access to services – working citizens need not take leaves to
complete process and procedures, need not spend on travel costs, etc.

•

Service delivery improvement – adopting online service delivery will enable government
to efficiently deliver their services to target beneficiaries, reduction in leakages due to
duplicates and ghosts in beneficiary databases, etc.

•

Reducing cost of service delivery – Adoption of digital identity is a key aspect of the
digitization of the public administration – increases productivity of public administration
with less personnel required for in-person delivery of services; efficient service delivery
results in reduction of costs necessary to perform services.

•

Improving security – digital identity can increase the level of security and increase
effectiveness of combating crimes such as identity frauds, etc.

While Digital ID has potential benefits, it is important to adequately design and implement
such systems to avoid pitfalls such as:
•

Security and privacy – the vast amount of data required exposes the system to hacking /
cyber-attack threats and data breaches

•

Sustainability – Digital Identity framework might easily fail if no adequate resources
(financial, manpower, etc.) are planned

•

Obsolescence – the initiative of building digital identity framework will fail if the
framework is not adequately future proofed against technical obsolescence.

5.6.2.1 Individual Rural Digital ID – Using SECC as Foundation

DoRD commenced the Socio-Economic Caste Census-2011 on 29th June 2011 through a
comprehensive door to door enumeration across the country. The SECC data is respondentbased input that is duly approved by Gram Sabha and Panchayats. As SECC data is being
used for various schemes of DoRD, it provides a good candidate to establish the Digital ID.
However, there are few limitations which would require resolution:
•

SECC is not connected with Birth and death registries

•

Migration of Rural Citizen are not considered in timely manner.

•

It is not dynamic in nature. (SECC data is based on survey in 2011)
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Beneficiary ID based on SECC cannot be verified on actual personal characteristic for
those who have not provided their Aadhaar card.

Figure 14: Proposed Personal / Individual Rural Digital ID

5.6.2.2 Asset Digital ID
The Census of India 2011 has brought forward a new set of transforming villages that
contributed to growth. This shows importance of development of villages in rural push up their
growth. Rural development in last few years has brought forward a new thinking that facilitates
the development of rural clusters in terms of socio-economic and spatial development in an
integrated way. Horizontal, vertical and spatial Integration is to be achieved at Gram Panchayat
level with a vision of “development of a cluster of villages that preserve and nurture the essence
of rural community life with focus on equity and inclusiveness”.
In this model both Socio Economic and Infrastructure Planning Component and Initiation of
Spatial Planning Component form an integral part. The Socio Economic and Infrastructure
Planning component identifies the socio-economic and infrastructure requirements of the
cluster, convergence of various government programs/schemes and implement the project level
interventions in the cluster as per the process indicated in this framework. On the other hand, the
Spatial Planning component has resulted in spatially locating the problem areas and proposing plan to
minimize duplication in costs.

At present there are different ID are given in different scheme types such as household ID,
habitant ID, road number, village/ cluster etc. based on State, District, Block, GP level data.
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DoRD has already geo-tagged data for more than 7,00,000 rural educational, agricultural and
health facilities and these datasets can be accessed on public platforms. To refer any of the
asset across rural habitation; a new Asset Digital ID can be generated which will uniquely
identify the various assets being it is road, village, school, hospital, house, community
infrastructure or any other habitation place.
The proposed Asset Digital ID is depicted in the following figure.

Figure 15: Proposed Rural Asset Digital ID

5.6.2.3 Decentralized Digital ID
Decentralized identifiers (DIDs) are a type of identifier that enables a verifiable, decentralized
digital identity. Based on the self-sovereign identity paradigm, a DID can identify any subject,
for e.g., a person, organization, thing, data model, abstract entity, etc. These identifiers are
designed to enable the controller of a DID to prove control over it and to be implemented
independently of any centralized registry, identity provider, or certificate authority.
Decentralised identity is an emerging concept that gives back control of identity to consumers
using an identity wallet in which they collect verified information about themselves from
certified issuers (such as the Government). By controlling what information is shared from the
wallet to requesting 3rd parties (e.g., when registering for a new online service), the user can
better manage their identity online and their privacy – for example, only presenting proof that
they’re over 18 without needing to reveal their actual Date of Birth.
Use of DID will:
1.

Reduce vulnerability to data misuse by those charged with managing it, and to cyber
attacks, fraud and other crimes

2.

Give greater convenience to users by eliminating passwords for login and ongoing
authentication
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3.

Generate unprecedented levels of human trust between the various actors

4.

Reduce the compliance burden of managing beneficiaries’ personal data in services

5.

Allow participation in an open, trustworthy, interoperable, and standards-based identity
management ecosystem

6.

Enable exciting new ecosystem dynamics within which partners can communicate and
exchange information securely to deliver services

A standard for decentralized identifiers is currently under development by World Wide Web
Consortium’s (W3C) DID Working Group. It intends to standardize the core architecture, data
model and representation of DIDs. It is recommended that NRS should consider adoption of
DID as part of Digital ID management.
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5.6.2.4 Key Steps for Implementation of Digital Identity
Key steps in implementation of Digital ID are as follows:
1.

Implement governance model

It is important to define the entire set of processes, roles and responsibilities that need to be
implemented for efficient adoption of Digital Identity systems. These must be distributed
among the right stakeholders and make them aware.
2.

Define / review Laws and Regulations

A detailed review of potential issues arising from regulations and laws should be analysed and
a set of proper measures should be proactively initiated for implementation and adoption of
Digital Identity systems.
3.

Design/ Implement architecture

Technology strategy plays a crucial role in development of Digital Identity in a country; various
dimensions that need to be considered include cost, capacity, interoperability, usage, security,
privacy and long-term viability. Technical components revolve around identity data, including
technology for capturing, encrypting, transmitting, storing and using these data to identify and
verify identity of individuals.
The architectural choices that include functional and non-functional requirements, selection of
platform components, definition of interfaces and other technical specifications should be
considered while designing the system. Further, functional and infrastructure adjustments for
architecture scalability also needs to be adequately addressed.
4.

Implement adoption model

The end-to-end process throughout the whole lifecycle of digital identity include the following
phases:
a.

Collection – information collection for the definition of digital identity

b.

Certification – verify the match between the information collected and the real identity

c.

Provisioning – creation and assignment of user, access credentials and rights for digital
identity

d.

Data update facility – data attributes are likely to change during the lifetime of an
individual; establish mechanisms through which citizens can update their data in a secure
yet convenient manner; without data update mechanism, the data will become obsolete,
making it useless for digital identification.

e.

Authentication – perform a check of access credentials input during the access phase to
the digital service
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f.

Authorization – perform a compliance check between the privileges assigned to digital
identity and those necessary to the specific service

g.

Deprovisioning – removal of accounts, credentials and / or privileges based on a specific
request, events or rules.

5.

Implement sustenance model

Depending on the population size, digital identity systems can require high investments and
costs both in terms of up-front setup as well as ongoing operation and maintenance costs.
Governments can consider potential revenue flows by offering identity services to offset the
costs of Digital Identity development and thereby inducing sustainability in the operations.
Public-private partnership models can also be explored.
6.

Operate and continuously improve

A formal process to monitor and evaluate the implementation progress and efficiency of
identity strategy should be defined and measured. Competent authority should assess whether
the Strategy is still reflecting the government’s objectives and what adjustments are necessary.
The establishment of baseline metrics will enable better monitoring of actions and highlight
areas of potential improvement. Any challenges to implementation are identified early on. This
would allow the government to either rectify the situation or adapt its plan accordingly based
on the lessons learnt in the implementation process.
Once a digital identity platform is operational, monitoring for fraud management becomes
critical. One set of frauds can be managed by inherent technology design while another set of
frauds need to be monitored during ongoing operations such as data updates and authentication.

6

Benefits of the National Rural Stack

National Rural Stack, upon implementation, is expected to create numerous benefits for rural
citizens, the central and state governments, and their departments and institutions. Rural poor
would get faster, proactive, and convenient access to the benefits and services in the context of
their needs; Government would realise seamless convergence across schemes & programmes,
quicker achievement of intended goals, better utilisation of resources and improved
international rankings; and Departments would be benefitted by efficient processes and easier
exchange of data leading to faster delivery of results.
The benefits expected for various stakeholders from NRS are outlined below.
Table 12: Benefits to Public

Benefits to
Public

Better experience in public service delivery through and SLA driven,
integrated services across multiple, seamlessly integrated channels
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More responsive delivery of benefits through data driven assessment of
needs and conditions
Ease of interaction with the government cashless, paperless, consent
based, personalized services
Greater assurance of privacy and security of the personal data provided
to government agencies
Table 13: Benefits to Ministry of Rural Development

Benefits to
Ministry of Rural
Development

Creation of more effective scheme guidelines through better
understanding of the needs and conditions of the rural poor
Seamless convergence between targeted programmes and schemes
across and beyond the rural development ecosystem
Ability to understand and assess the performance of schemes and
analysis of root causes
Faster launch of new programmes and schemes through reuse of digital
building blocks and services

Table 14: Benefits to Central and State Governments

Benefits to Central Ability to get an up-to-date, single source of truth for rural poor and
and State
communities, thereby allowing for better targeting and outreach to
Governments
rural poor
Ability to repurpose, extend, customise and contextualise the NRS
depending on their needs. States will be able to avoid duplication of
effort and keep development and operational costs low.
Ability to understand and assess the performance of schemes and
analysis of root causes
Faster launch of new programmes and schemes through reuse of
digital building blocks and services
Quicker achievement of intended goals, better utilisation of resources
and improved international rankings
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Table 15: Benefits to Concerned Public Representatives

Benefits to
Concerned Public
Representatives

Constituency-wise DISHA dashboards for monitoring the progress
Comparison between Plan vs Physical progress vs financial
expenditure for activities
View on the benefits availed by the households
Citizen feedback and grievances

.

Figure 16: Eco System Architecture of Rural Development
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Implementation Approach

At the outset it is important to underscore that the success of National Rural Stack will
be dependent on the adoption of concepts and viewpoints highlighted in this document
by rural development stakeholders. Overview of key steps and approach to be taken are
described below.

7.1
ESTABLISHMENT OF GOVERNANCE MECHANISMS AND EA
CAPABILITIES
Establishment of a Governance Mechanism and creation of sufficient capabilities on
EA are two critical enablers and prerequisites for successful realization of NRS.
➢ An institutional framework must be developed to provide the Governance
Mechanism and Operational Structure that could accommodate the concerns of a
wide variety of stake holders and yet be operationally nimble enough to adapt to a
complex business environment and everchanging technological ecosystem.
➢ A strategy and action plan must be prepared to identify the methods to be used
for the realization of NRS. The action plan must identify the desired outcomes and
prioritize the various activities required to fulfil the vision and form the rallying
post around which a widespread awareness of NRS can be created. One of the key
elements of Action plan shall be to speed up the process of creation of the critical
mass of capacities and capabilities required for a smooth realization of NRS,
including building awareness around NRS and Enterprise Architecture.

7.2
ITERATIVE REALIZATION OF NRS THROUGH WAVES
USING AGILE INDEA
The realization of NRS should follow the approach of ‘Think Big, Start Small, Scale
Fast’. The implementation and realization of NRS should follow methodology of
iterative waves of value creation as recommended in Agile India Enterprise Architecture
(Agile IndEA) Framework. This will enable a fast-paced and agile implementation and
provide learnings continually.

Figure 17: Iterative Realization of NRS using IndEA

As depicted in the diagram above, Waves would focus on iterative development,
implementation, roll-out with a focus on value delivery and continuous learning. Agile
IndEA Framework envisages an iterative development of both the Architecture and
the Services within the Waves. This calls for an extraordinary degree of planning and
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coordination between the various actors, namely, the Top Management (Sponsor),
Executives, Architects, Internal IT Team, Development Teams andOperations Teams.
Each Wave will go through the following stages:
1.

Prioritized Areas: Prioritise top transformational opportunities for digital services
and corresponding outcomes to be realized

2.

Plan: Create a plan for the wave in terms of the scope of the Wave, tasks to be
completed and timelines to be followed.

3.

Agile EA: Develop As-Is enterprise architecture, To-Be enterprise architecture,
and create migration roadmaps for transition from As-Is to To-Be state for the
prioritized areas using Agile IndEA methodology.

4.

Prepare DPR: Prepare the detailed project reports, including requirement for funds
and other resources, to realize the target architecture.

5.

Create SRS: Create requirement specifications for the systems and solutions to be
developed.

6.

Implement Solution: Develop the overall solution by using existing systems and
developing new components as required for the to-be enterprise architecture.

7.

Launch: Launch the solutions to the pilot set of users, and rapidly scale to wider
set of users, while rapidly incorporating the feedback generated from adoption and
usage of solutions.

The architecture and solutions developed in any given Wave should adhere and align to
the NRS principles and guidelines to ensure they are aligned to the concepts and ideas
laid out in the NRS vision and blueprint overview document.

Figure 18: NRS would Guide EA Development by Stakeholder Ministries and Departments
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The following steps would be followed to develop the target RD ecosystem:
(i)

Detailed assessment of the current IT Landscape and develop the baseline
architecture such as Business, Application, Data, Technology, Security

(ii)

Leveraging NRS principles and building blocks to develop the target architecture
for Rural Development

(iii) Identify gaps and transformation opportunities
(iv) Draft the architecture requirements specifications such as interoperability
requirements, technology requirements, constraints.
(v)

Generate heat maps for the selected entities and processes to be transformed

(vi) Develop the transition architectures, implementation and migration plan
(vii) Develop project and portfolio breakdown of the implementation including work
breakdown structure
(viii) Develop the components for architecture-compliant information ecosystem of
rural development
(ix) Develop the Business and IT operating models for the implemented solution

Figure 19: Steps to develop the target RD ecosystem
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Way Forward

To take forward the implementation of NRS, the focus of the waves would be on
creation of value for the rural poor through delivery of transformative digital services
useful for them. However, at the same time the various building blocks and layers of
NRS should also be gradually evolved across the Waves. Reusable NRS components
must be created to realize the transformative services as part of each Wave through
emphasis on the following elements:
1. Building, sustaining and evolving digital Infrastructure
2. Develop and establish open standards and specifications
3. Promote use and sharing of data as a strategic asset
4. Encourage various ecosystem actors to use and derive value from the digital
infrastructure
Specific elements that must be undertaken as part of each wave are as follows:
1.
Build, sustain and evolve digital Infrastructure to catalyse the rural
development efforts
a. Assess all existing information systems of the RD programmes which are currently
platform in nature and upgrade them to act as a holistic ecosystem, following the
architecture principles of NRS.
b. Build, sustain and evolve digital infrastructure by creating and supporting creation
of “Digital Building Blocks”
c. Establish state-of-the-art digital system, for managing the core digital data of rural
poor, and the infrastructure required for its seamless exchange
d. Leverage the Digital Foundation Platforms such as Aadhaar, eSign, Digilocker by
integrating them in the RD programmes.
e. Leverage the common digital systems and infrastructure such as LGD, PFMS,
eOffice, Sandes, Tejas by integrating them in the RD programmes.
f. Prepare strategy for developing core registries such as Family or Social registry and
implement them for reuse in the RD programmes. Develop methods to regularly
update them and make them dynamic reflecting on-ground changes.
g. Establish National and Regional Registries to create Single Source of Truth in
respect of rural poor, communities, schemes etc.
h. Generate Asset Digital IDs to uniquely identify the various assets of DoRD such as
road, school, hospital, house, community infrastructure and so on. Open up the
already geo-tagged data of more than 7,00,000 rural educational, agricultural and
health facilities and these data sets for access on public platforms through APIs.
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i. Promote use of new and emerging technology innovations like AI/ML, big data,
blockchain etc.
2.
Develop and establish open standards and specifications to ensure
ecosystem orientation
a. Establish open standards, specifications and policies for digital infrastructure and
interoperability, data, digital credentials etc.
b. Develop data standards for use across e-Governance systems and to enable easier,
efficient exchange and processing of data.
c. Establish metadata standards, which are machine readable, interoperable, for
representing the core elements of rural development and for establishing a common
understanding of the meaning or semantics of the RD data, ensure its proper use and
interpretation of the data by its owners and users.
d. Guide and enforce adoption of open standards by all the actors in the rural
development ecosystem
3.
Promote use and sharing of data as a strategic asset for need based planning
and fact-based decisioning
a. Promote and implement open data policies, make open data publicly available as data
sets, and encourage use of open anonymised data for data-based planning, decision
making, analytics and research
b. Promote and implement best practices in data protection, privacy, security collection of data for clear end use and purpose; develop and follow consent
architecture; data access protocols that respect and protect individuals against undue
oversight and monitoring
c. Provide for enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of Governance at all levels
through digital tools and analytics in the area of Need-based Planning and
Performance Management
4.
Encourage various ecosystem actors to use and derive value from the digital
infrastructure
a. Ensure equitable access, choice, convenience and inclusion and reduce digital divide
for rural poor by enabling proactive access to contextual and relevant public services,
and ensuring and promoting inclusion and accessibility - language, geographic,
ability.
b. Adopt the best principles of cooperative federalism while working with the States
and Union Territories for the realization of the Vision;
c. Define approach for (i)Re-usability of existing systems / data migration (ii) Fresh
development following NRS architecture for non-existing applications
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d. Leverage the Information Systems existing in the rural sector, by ensuring that they
conform to the defined standards and integrate with the proposed NRS This approach
of gradually establishing and maturing the building blocks while focusing on creation
of valuable outcomes combines the rigour of Architecture with the pragmatism in
implementation, thus unleashing the power of digital technologies in service of
public and societal goals.

Appendix 1: Architectural Conformance
In order to illustrate the architectural conformance of the current IT systems /
applications to the technology principles proposed in NRS (refer Section 4.3.2), a highlevel, preliminary assessment has been conducted. The illustration is intended to reflect
on the areas which would need upgradation / improvement in order to follow the
technology principles. Three programmes of DORD were selected viz. National Social
Assistance Programme, Pradhan Mantri Aawas Yojana –Gramin(PMAY-G) and
Mahatma Gandhi NREGA. The conformance has been measured in a 3-point Likert
scale – (i) Low (ii) Medium (iii) High. It is depicted in the following summary table:
Conformance Level of eGov Solutions
Technology Principles
NSAP

PMAY-G MGNREGA

Alignment to IndEA

Moderate

High

High

Single Sources of Truth for all Master
Entities

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Interoperability through Open APIs
and Open Standards

Moderate

Moderate

High

Event-driven Systems

High

High

High

Unbundled as Micro-services

Low

Low

Low

Designed for Evolvability and Scale

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Based on Common Open-Source to
create Public Goods

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Reuse of Existing Systems and Digital
Capabilities

Low

Low

Low

Inclusive and Accessible by Design

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Overall Conformance
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The conformance has been measured in a 5-pointLikert scale – (i) To a very small extent
(ii) To a small extent (iii) To a moderate extent (iv) To a large extent (v) To a very large
extent using 41 parameters. The detailed assessment table is as follows:
Principles

Alignment to
IndEA

Single Sources
of Truth for all
Master Entities

Parameters
Adheres to Business
Reference Model
principles
Adheres to Data
Reference Model
principles
Adheres to
Application Reference
Model principles
Adheres to
Technology Reference
Model principles
Adheres to Integration
Reference Model
principles
Adheres to Security
Reference Model
principles
All the registries /
master databases are
built as single source
of truth - provides one
unique value for each
entity to be read and
used by inter-domain
and intra-domain
applications
There is strong &
effective data
governance which
ensures that data is
consistent and
trustworthy and does
not get misused
Metadata standards
defined - Each master
data entity is uniquely

Conformance Level of eGov Solutions
NSAP
PMAY-G MGNREGA
To a large
To a large
To a very
extent
extent
large extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a small
extent

To a large
extent

To a large
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a small
extent

To a small
extent

To a small
extent
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Principles

Parameters

identified and have
same semantics
Attributes defining
master data entity
should be distinct and
unambiguous to
provide consistent
semantics
Each master data
entity in a domain
would have a welldefined owner(s) for
updating and
managing data
The systems can
seamlessly exchange
information across
various RD schemes
The systems are able
to seamlessly
exchange information
Interoperability with state-specific RD
schemes
through Open
APIs and Open The systems offer
Standards
open interfaces (APIs)
services
The systems are built
based on open
standards
The systems are
platform independent
Event-driven
architecture

Unbundled as
Microservices

The system
components are eventdriven
The system
components are
independently
replaceable and
extensible
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Conformance Level of eGov Solutions
NSAP
PMAY-G MGNREGA

To a small
extent

To a small
extent

To a large
extent

To a very
To a
large extent moderate
extent

To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a large
extent

To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a large
extent

To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a large
extent

To a small
extent

To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a large
extent

To a small
extent

To a small
extent

To a large
extent

To a large
extent

To a
moderate
extent

To a
moderate
extent

National Rural Stack – Vision and Blueprint Overview

Principles

Designed for
Evolvability
and Scale

Parameters
The underlying digital
blocks are unbundled
and built as
microservices offered
via API’s
The systems are made
up of loosely coupled,
reusable, and
specialized
components
State governments can
customise at a substack level
System components
can scale horizontally
The applications are
cloud-ready i.e. they
can be deployed on
cloud and is able to
leverage PaaS of the
host
Uses commodity
hardware to ensure
that capital
investments are
minimal
Systems components
can evolve
heterogeneously
Use of the Stack is
measurable and
demonstrable
Built using available
open-source
frameworks
Designed and
developed as reusable

Based on
Common
Open-Source
to create Public
Goods
Applications are built
on multi-tenancy
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Conformance Level of eGov Solutions
NSAP
PMAY-G MGNREGA
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To a small To a very
small
extent
small extent
extent

To a small
extent

To a small
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To a small
extent

To a very
small
extent
To a small
extent
To a small
extent

To a very
small
extent
To a small
extent
To a small
extent

To a very
small extent

To a large
extent

To a large
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To a large
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To a very
small
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To a very
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To a
moderate
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To a very
small
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To a
moderate
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To a small
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To a
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To a small
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To a very
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To a very
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To a
moderate
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extent

To a very
small extent
To a small
extent
To a
moderate
extent
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Principles

Reuse of
Existing
Systems and
Digital
Capabilities

Inclusive and
Accessible by
Design

Parameters
Applications are
standard-compliant
Made available to all
via open-source
repositories, websites,
and/or App Stores
Existing systems or its
components are
reusable
Infrastructure and
digital capabilities are
reusable
Digital Services can be
replicated or reused
Legacy systems can
conform to NRS
principles via minor
tweaks
Systems use APIs that
can be consumed
easily by others
Systems are accessible
by differently abled
Systems have
mechanism to cater to
low connectivity
locations
Systems are built to
have multi-lingual
support
Systems are designed
to have responsive
interfaces
Systems can be
accessed on multiple
platforms
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To a large
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To a large
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To a large
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To a
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To a very
To a very
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To a small
extent
To a very
small extent

To a large
extent
To a
moderate
extent
To a
moderate
extent
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Appendix 2: NRS Supporting State-specific Services
An illustration has been provided to demonstrate that NRS would be able to support
state-specific schemes and services. Apart from the DORD schemes, several states have
also developed their own sectoral schemes which are similar, if not identical. The
following figure depicts an example for Rural Housing where states have devised statespecific schemes and that they would be able to leverage the NRS in their programmes.

Similarly, the following figure depicts an example for Social Assistance where states
have devised state-specific schemes and that they would be able to leverage the NRS in
their programmes.

